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HARMONIC ALMOST CONTACT METRIC STRUCTURES REVISITED
FRANCISCO MARTÍN CABRERA
Abstract. The study of harmonicity for almost contact metric structures was initiated by
Vergara-Díaz and Wood in [17] and continued by González-Dávila and the present author
in [10]. By using the intrinsic torsion and some restriction on the type of almost contact
metric structure, in [10] harmonic structures are characterised by showing conditions relating
harmonicity and classes of almost contact metric structures. Here we do this in a more
general context. Moreover, the harmonicity of almost contact metric structures as a map is
also done in such a general context. Finally, some remarks on the classification of almost
contact metric structures are exposed.
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1. Introduction
For an oriented Riemannian manifoldM of dimension n, given a Lie subgroup G of SO(n),
M is said to be equipped with a G-structure, if there exists a subbundle G(M) of the oriented
orthonormal frame bundle SO(M) with structural group G. For a fixed G, a natural question
arises, ’which are the best G-structures on M?’. An approach to answer this question is based
on the notion of the energy of a G-structure which is a particular case of the energy of a
map between Riemannian manifolds. Such a functional has been widely studied by diverse
authors [4, 5, 15]. The corresponding critical points are called harmonic maps and have been
characterised by Eells and Sampson [6].
For principal G-bundles Q→M over a Riemannian manifold, Wood in [20] considers global
sections σ : M → Q/H of the quotient bundle π : Q/H → M , where H is a Lie subgroup
of G such that G/H is reductive. Such sections are in one-to-one correspondence with the
H-reductions of the G-bundle Q→M . Likewise, a connection on Q→M and a G-invariant
metric on G/H are fixed. Thus, Q/H can be equipped in a natural way with a metric defined
by using the metrics on M and G/H. In such conditions, Wood regards harmonic sections
as generalisations of harmonic maps from M into Q/H, deriving the corresponding harmonic
sections equations.
The situation described in the previous paragraph arises when the Riemannian manifold
M is equipped with some G-structure. Thus, in [8] it is considered G-structures defined
on an oriented Riemannian manifold M of dimension n, where G is a closed and connected
subgroup of SO(n). Since the existence of a G-structure on M is equivalent to the existence
of a global section σ : M → SO(M)/G of the quotient bundle, the energy of a G-structure
is defined as the energy of the corresponding map σ. Such an energy functional is essentially
determined by 12
∫
M ‖ξ
G‖2 dv, where ξG denotes the intrinsic torsion of the G-structure. As
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a consequence, the notion of harmonic G-structure, introduced by Wood in [20], is given in
terms of the intrinsic torsion in [8]. This analysis has made possible to go further in the study
of relations between harmonicity and classes of G-structures. Thus, the study of harmonic
almost Hermitian structures initiated in [19, 20] is enriched in [8] with additional results.
Our purpose in the present work is going on the study of harmonicity for almost contact
metric structures initiated by Vergara-Díaz and Wood in [17] and continued by González-
Dávila and the present author in [10]. Almost contact metric structures can be seen as U(n)-
structures defined on manifolds of dimension 2n+1. In [10], by using the intrinsic torsion and
some restriction on the type of almost contact metric structure, type C1⊕· · ·⊕C10, harmonic
structures are characterised by showing conditions relating harmonicity and classes of almost
contact metric structures. Here we do this for the general type C1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ C12. Moreover, the
harmonicity of the structure as a map is analyzed in such a general context.
In Section 5, some characterization of harmonic almost contact metric structures is firstly
recalled in Theorem 5.1. Then we show conditions relating harmonicity and Chinea and
González-Dávila’s classes [3] of almost contact metric structures. The harmonicity of such
structures as a map of M into SO(M)/(U(n)× 1) is also studied in Subsection 5.1. Section 5
ends by describing situations where the Reeb vector field is harmonic as unit vector field.
As a relevant remark, we point out the rôle played by the identities given in Section 4. They
are consequences of the trivial identities d2F = 0 and d2η = 0, where F is the fundamental
two-form of the almost contact metric structure and η is the one-form metrically equivalent to
the Reeb vector field ζ (see Section 3). Such identities are deduced by firstly expressing d2F
and d2η in terms of the intrinsic torsion and the minimal connection, and then extracting
certain U(n)-components. Analog identities for almost Hermitian structures were deduced
in [13, 14]. In the proofs of some theorems in Section 5, the use of these identities beside the
harmonicity criteria is fundamental.
Finally, as another application of the identities in Section 4, we will derived some results
relative to the classification of almost contact metric structures. In [12], results in such a
direction have been already displayed. Here we derive another results with the same regards.
In fact, the non-existence in a proper way of certain classes is proved.
2. Preliminaries
On an n-dimensional oriented Riemannian manifold (M, 〈·, ·〉), we consider the bundle
πSO(n) : SO(M) → M of the oriented orthonormal frames with respect to the metric 〈·, ·〉.
Given a closed and connected subgroup G of SO(n), a G-structure on (M, 〈·, ·〉) is a reduction
G(M) ⊂ SO(M) to G. In the present Section we briefly recall some notions relative to G-
structures (see [8, 10, 20] for more details).
Let SO(M)/G be the orbit space under the action of G on SO(M) on the right. Then πG :
SO(M)→ SO(M)/G is a principal G-bundle and πSO(n) = π ◦πG, where π : SO(M)/G→M
is a bundle with fibre SO(n)/G. The map σ :M → SO(M)/G given by σ(m) = πG(p), for all
p ∈ G(M) with πSO(n)(p) = m, is a smooth section. Thus one has a one-to-one correspondence
between the totally of G-structures and the manifold Γ∞(SO(M)/G) of all global sections of
SO(M)/G. Hence we will also denote by σ the G-structure determined by a section σ.
The reduced subbundle G(M) gives rise to express the bundle of endomorphisms End(TM)
on the tangent bundle as the associated vector bundle G(M) ×G End(R
n). We restrict our
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attention on the subbundle so(M) of End(TM) of skew-symmetric endomorphisms ϕm, for
all m ∈ M , i.e. 〈ϕmX,Y 〉 = −〈ϕmY,X〉. Note that this subbundle so(M) is expressed as
so(M) = SO(M) ×SO(n) so(n) = G(M)×G so(n). Furthermore, because so(n) is decomposed
into the G-modules g, the Lie algebra of G, and its orthogonal complement m with respect to
the natural extension to endomorphisms of the Euclidean metric on Rn, the bundle so(M) is
also decomposed into so(M) = gσ ⊕mσ, where gσ = G(M)×G g and mσ = G(M)×G m.
Under the conditions above fixed, if M is equipped with a G-structure, then there always
exists a G-connection ∇˜ defined on M . Doing the difference ξ˜X = ∇˜X − ∇X , where ∇X is
the Levi-Civita connection of 〈·, ·〉, a tensor ξ˜X ∈ so(M) is obtained. Decomposing ξ˜X =
(ξ˜X)gσ + (ξ˜X)mσ , (ξ˜X)gσ ∈ gσ and (ξ˜X)mσ ∈ mσ, a new G-connection ∇
G, defined by ∇GX =
∇˜X − (ξ˜X)gσ , can be considered. Because the difference between two G-connections must be
in gσ, ∇
G is the unique G-connection on M such that its torsion ξGX = (ξ˜X)mσ = ∇
G
X − ∇X
is in mσ. ∇
G is called the minimal connection and ξG is referred to as the intrinsic torsion of
the G-structure σ [7].
A natural way of classifying G-structures arises by decomposing the space W = T∗M ⊗mσ
of possible intrinsic torsion into irreducible G-modules. This was initiated by Gray and
Hervella [11] for almost Hermitian structures. In this particular case, G = U(n), the dimension
of the manifold is 2n and the space W is decomposed into four irreducible U(n)-modules.
Therefore, 24 = 16 classes of almost Hermitian structures were obtained.
Along the present paper, we will consider the natural extension of the metric 〈·, ·〉 to (r, s)-
tensors on M defined by
〈Ψ,Φ〉 = Ψi1...irj1...jsΦ
i1...ir
j1...js
, (2.1)
where the summation convention is used and Ψi1...irj1...js and Φ
i1...ir
j1...js
are the components of the
(r, s)-tensors Ψ,Φ ∈ TrsmM , with respect to an orthonormal frame over m ∈M . Likewise, we
will make reiterated use of the musical isomorphisms ♭ : TM → T∗M and ♯ : T∗M → TM ,
induced by the metric 〈·, ·〉 on M , defined respectively by X♭ = 〈X, ·〉 and 〈θ♯, ·〉 = θ.
If ω is the connection one-form associated to ∇, then TSO(M) = ker πSO(n)∗ ⊕ kerω.
Now considering the projection πG : SO(M) → SO(M)/G, the tangent bundle of SO(M)/G
is decomposed into TSO(M)/G = V ⊕H, where V = πG∗(ker πSO(n)∗) and H = πG∗(kerω).
For the projection π : SO(M)/G → M , π(pG) = πSO(n)(p), the vertical and horizontal
distributions V and H are such that π∗V = 0 and π∗H = TM . Moreover, it is considered
the bundle π∗ so(M) on SO(M)/G consisting of those pairs (pG, ϕ˘m), where π(pG) = m and
ϕ˘m ∈ so(M)m. Alternatively, π
∗ so(M) is described as the bundle π∗ so(M) = SO(M) ×G
so(n) = gSO(M)⊕mSO(M), where gSO(M) = SO(M)×G g and mSO(M) = SO(M)×Gm. A metric
on each fibre in π∗ so(M) is defined by 〈(pG, ϕ˘m), (pG, ψ˘m)〉 = 〈ϕ˘m, ψ˘m〉, where 〈·, ·〉 in the
right side is the metric on (1, 1)-tensors on M given by (2.1). With respect to this metric,
the decomposition π∗ so(M) = gSO(M)⊕mSO(M) is orthogonal.
There is a canonical isomorphism between V and mSO(M). In fact, elements in mSO(M) can
be seen as pairs (pG, ϕ˘m) such that if ϕ˘m is expressed with respect to p, then it is obtained
a matrix (aji) ∈ m. For all a ∈ m, we have the fundamental vector field a
∗ on SO(M)
given by a∗p =
d
dt |t=0
p. exp ta ∈ ker πSO(n)∗p ⊆ TpSO(M). Any vector in VpG is given by
πG∗p(a
∗
p), for some a = (aji) ∈ m. The isomorphism φ|VpG : VpG →
(
mSO(M)
)
pG
is defined by
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φ|VpG(πG∗p(a
∗
p)) = (pG, aji p(ui)
♭ ⊗ p(uj)). Next it is extended the map φ|V : V → mSO(M) to
φ : TSO(M)/G → mSO(M) by saying that φ(A) = 0, for all A ∈ H, and φ(V ) = φ|V(V ), for
all V ∈ V. This is used to define a metric 〈·, ·〉SO(M)/G on SO(M)/G by
〈A,B〉SO(M)/G = 〈π∗A, π∗B〉+ 〈φ(A), φ(B)〉. (2.2)
For this metric, π : SO(M)/G→M is a Riemannian submersion with totally geodesic fibres
(see [18] and [1, page 249]).
Now, we consider the set of all possible G-structures on a closed and oriented Riemannian
manifold M which are compatible with the metric 〈·, ·〉. Such a set is identified with the
manifold Γ∞(SO(M)/G) of all possible global sections σ : M → SO(M)/G. With respect to
the metrics 〈·, ·〉 and 〈·, ·〉SO(M)/G, the energy of σ is the integral
E(σ) =
1
2
∫
M
‖σ∗‖
2dv, (2.3)
where ‖σ∗‖
2 is the norm of the differential σ∗ of σ and dv denotes the volume form on (M, 〈·, ·〉).
On the domain of a local orthonormal frame field {e1, . . . , en} on M , ‖σ∗‖
2 can be locally
expressed as ‖σ∗‖
2 = 〈σ∗ei, σ∗ei〉SO(M)/G. Furthermore, using (2.2), from (2.3) it is obtained
that the energy E(σ) of σ is given by E(σ) = n2Vol(M) +
1
2
∫
M ‖φσ∗‖
2dv. The relevant part
of this formula B(σ) = 12
∫
M ‖φσ∗‖
2dv is called the total bending of the G-structure σ. In [8],
it was shown that φσ∗ = −ξ
G. Therefore, B(σ) = 12
∫
M ‖ξ
G‖2 dv.
To study critical points of the functional E on Γ∞(SO(M)/G), smooth variations σt ∈
Γ∞(SO(M)/G) of σ = σ0 are considered. The corresponding variation fields m → ϕ(m) =
d
dt |t=0
σt(m) are sections of the induced bundle σ
∗V on M . Furthermore, by using φ, we
will have φprσ2σ
∗V ∼= σ∗mSO(M) ∼= mσ. Thus, the tangent space TσΓ
∞(SO(M)/G) is firstly
identified with the space Γ∞(σ∗V) of global sections of σ∗V [15]. A second identification is
Γ∞(σ∗V) ∼= Γ∞(mσ) as global sections of mσ.
In next theorem it is considered the coderivative d∗ξG of the intrinsic torsion ξG, which
is given by d∗ξGm = −(∇eiξ
G)ei = −(∇
G
eiξ
G)ei − ξ
G
ξGeiei
∈ mσm, where {e1, . . . , en} is any
orthonormal frame on m ∈M .
Theorem 2.1 ( [8]). If G is a closed and connected subgroup of SO(n), (M, 〈·, ·〉) a closed
and oriented Riemannian manifold and σ a global section of SO(M)/G, then:
(i) (The first variation formula). For the energy functional E : Γ∞(SO(M)/G) → R and
for all ϕ ∈ Γ∞(mσ) ∼= TσΓ
∞(SO(M)/G), we have
dEσ(ϕ) = −
∫
M
〈ξG,∇ϕ〉dv = −
∫
M
〈d∗ξG, ϕ〉dv.
(ii) (The second variation formula). The Hessian form (Hess E)σ on Γ
∞(mσ) is given by
(Hess E)σϕ =
∫
M
(
‖∇ϕ‖2 − 12‖[ξ
G, ϕ]mσ‖
2 + 〈∇ϕ, 2[ξG, ϕ]− [ξG, ϕ]mσ〉
)
dv.
As a consequence of this Theorem the following notion is introduced: for general Rieman-
nian manifolds (M, 〈·, ·〉) not necessarily closed and oriented, a G-structure σ is said to be
harmonic, if it satisfies d∗ξG = 0 or, equivalently, (∇Geiξ)ei = −ξ
G
ξGeiei
.
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Given a G-structure σ on a closed Riemannian manifold (M, 〈·, ·〉), the map σ : (M, 〈·, ·〉) 7→
(SO(M)/G, 〈·, ·〉SO(M)/G) is harmonic, i.e. σ is a critical point for the energy functional on
C∞(M, SO(M)/G) if and only if its tension field τ(σ) = (∇eiσ∗) (ei) vanishes [15]. Here, ∇σ∗ is
defined by (∇Xσ∗) (Y ) = ∇
q
σ∗X
σ∗Y −σ∗(∇XY ), where ∇
q denotes the induced connection by
the Levi-Civita connection ∇q of the metric in SO(M)/G. According with [8, 20], harmonic
sections σ are characterised by the vanishing of the vertical component of τ(σ) and the
horizontal component of τ(σ) is determined by the horizontal lift of the vector field metrically
equivalent to the one-form νσ, defined by νσ(X) = 〈ξ
G
ei , Rei,X〉. Hence one has the following
Proposition 2.2. The map σ : (M, 〈·, ·〉) 7→ (SO(M)/G, 〈·, ·〉SO(M)/G) is a harmonic map if
and only if σ is a harmonic G-structure such that νσ = 0.
Relevant types of G-structures are those ones such that ξG is metrically equivalent to a
skew-symmetric three-form, i.e. ξGXY = −ξ
G
YX. Next we recall some facts satisfied by them.
Proposition 2.3 ( [8]). For a G-structure σ such that ξGXY = −ξ
G
YX, we have:
(i) If [ξGX , ξ
G
Y ] ⊆ gσ, for all X,Y ∈ X(M), then 〈RX,Y mσX,Y 〉 = 2〈ξ
G
XY, ξ
G
XY 〉.
(ii) If σ is a harmonic G-structure, then σ is also a harmonic map.
In Section 5, we will study harmonicity of almost contact metric structures. Such structures
are examples of G-structures defined by means of one or several (r, s)-tensor fields Ψ which
are stabilised under the action of G, i.e. g ·Ψ = Ψ, for all g ∈ G. Moreover, it will be possible
to characterise the harmonicity of such G-structures by conditions given in terms of those
tensors Ψ. The connection Laplacian (or rough Laplacian) ∇∗∇Ψ will play a relevant rôle in
such conditions. We recall that ∇∗∇Ψ = −
(
∇2Ψ
)
ei,ei
, where {e1, . . . , en} is an orthonormal
frame field and (∇2Ψ)X,Y = ∇X(∇YΨ) − ∇∇XYΨ. If a Riemannian manifold (M, 〈·, ·〉) of
dimension n is equipped with a G-structure, where G ⊆ SO(n), and Ψ is a (r, s)-tensor field
on M which is stabilised under the action of G, then
∇∗∇Ψ =
(
∇Geiξ
G
)
ei
Ψ+ ξGξGeiei
Ψ− ξGei(ξ
G
eiΨ). (2.4)
As a consequence, if the G-structure is harmonic, then ∇∗∇Ψ = −ξGei(ξ
G
eiΨ).
3. Almost contact metric structures
An almost contact metric manifold is a 2n+1-dimensional Riemannian manifold (M, 〈·, ·〉)
equipped with a (1, 1)-tensor field ϕ and a unit vector field ζ, called the Reeb vector field of
the structure, such that
ϕ2 = −I + η ⊗ ζ, 〈ϕX,ϕY 〉 = 〈X,Y 〉 − η(X)η(Y ),
where η = ζ♭. Associated with such a structure the two-form F = 〈·, ϕ·〉, called the fun-
damental two-form, is usually considered. Using F and η, M can be oriented by fixing a
constant multiple of Fn ∧ η = F∧ (n). . . ∧F ∧ η as volume form. Likewise, the presence of an
almost contact metric structure is equivalent to say that M is equipped with a U(n) × 1-
structure. It is well known that U(n) × 1 is a closed and connected subgroup of SO(2n + 1)
and SO(2n+1)/(U(n)×1) is reductive. In this case, the cotangent space on each point T∗mM
is not irreducible under the action of the group U(n) × 1. In fact, T∗M = η⊥ ⊕ Rη and
so(2n + 1) ∼= Λ2T∗M = Λ2η⊥ ⊕ η⊥ ∧ Rη.
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From now on, we will denote Xζ⊥ = X − η(X)ζ, for all X ∈ X(M). Since Λ
2η⊥ =
u(n)⊕u(n)⊥
|ζ⊥
, where u(n) (resp., u(n)⊥
|ζ⊥
) consists of those two-forms b such that b(ϕX,ϕY ) =
b(Xζ⊥ , Yζ⊥) (resp., b(ϕX,ϕY ) = −b(Xζ⊥ , Yζ⊥)), we have so(2n + 1) = u(n) ⊕ u(n)
⊥, with
u(n)⊥ = u(n)⊥
|ζ⊥
⊕η⊥∧Rη. Therefore, for the space T∗M⊗u(n)⊥ of possible intrinsic U(n)×1-
torsions, we obtain
T∗M ⊗ u(n)⊥ = (η⊥ ⊗ u(n)⊥|ζ⊥)⊕ (η ⊗ u(n)
⊥
|ζ⊥)⊕ (η
⊥ ⊗ η⊥ ∧ η)⊕ (η ⊗ η⊥ ∧ η).
In [3] it is showed that T∗M ⊗ u(n)⊥ is decomposed into twelve irreducible U(n)-modules
C1, . . . ,C12, where
η⊥ ⊗ u(n)⊥|ζ⊥ = C1 ⊕ C2 ⊕ C3 ⊕ C4, η
⊥ ⊗ η⊥ ∧ η = C5 ⊕ C8 ⊕ C9 ⊕ C6 ⊕ C7 ⊕ C10,
η ⊗ u(n)⊥|ζ⊥ = C11, η ⊗ η
⊥ ∧ η = C12.
The modules C1, . . . ,C4 are isomorphic to the Gray and Hervella’s U(n)-modules above men-
tioned. Furthermore, note that ϕ restricted to ζ⊥ works as an almost complex structure and,
if one considers the U(n)-action on the bilinear forms ⊗2η⊥, we have the decomposition
⊗2η⊥ = R〈·, ·〉|ζ⊥ ⊕ su(n)s ⊕
q
σ2,0
y
⊕ RF ⊕ su(n)a ⊕ u(n)
⊥
|ζ⊥
.
The modules su(n)s (resp., su(n)a) consists of Hermitian symmetric (resp., skew-symmetric)
bilinear forms orthogonal to 〈·, ·〉|ζ⊥ (resp., F ), and
q
σ2,0
y
(resp., u(n)⊥
|ζ⊥
) is the space of anti-
Hermitian symmetric (resp., skew-symmetric) bilinear forms. In relation with the modules
Ci, from η
⊥ ⊗ η⊥ ∧ Rη ∼= ⊗2η⊥, using the U(n)-map ξU(n) → −ξU(n)η = ∇η, it is obtained
C5
∼= R〈·, ·〉|ζ⊥ , C8
∼= su(n)s, C9 ∼=
q
σ2,0
y
, C6 ∼= RF, C7 ∼= su(n)a, C10 ∼= u(n)
⊥
|ζ⊥ .
In summary, the space of possible intrinsic torsions T∗M ⊗ u(n)⊥ consists of those tensors
ξU(n) such that
ϕξ
U(n)
X Y + ξ
U(n)
X ϕY = η(Y )ϕξ
U(n)
X ζ + η(ξ
U(n)
X ϕY )ζ (3.1)
and, under the action of U(n)× 1, is decomposed into:
(1) if n = 1, ξU(1) ∈ T∗M ⊗ u(1)⊥ = C5 ⊕ C6 ⊕ C9 ⊕ C12;
(2) if n = 2, ξU(2) ∈ T∗M ⊗ u(2)⊥ = C2 ⊕ C4 ⊕ · · · ⊕ C12;
(3) if n > 3, ξU(n) ∈ T∗M ⊗ u(n)⊥ = C1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ C12.
Now, we recall how some of these classes are referred to by diverse authors [2, 3]:
{ξU(n) = 0} = cosymplectic manifolds, C1 = nearly-K-cosymplectic manifolds, C5 = α-
Kenmotsu manifolds, C6 = α-Sasakian manifolds, C5 ⊕ C6 = trans-Sasakian manifolds, C2 ⊕
C9 = almost cosymplectic manifolds, C6⊕C7 = quasi-Sasakian manifolds, C1⊕C2⊕C9⊕C10 =
quasi-K-cosymplectic manifolds, C3⊕C4⊕C5⊕C6⊕C7⊕C8 = normal manifolds, C2⊕C6⊕C9 =
almost a-Sasakian manifolds, etc.
The minimal U(n)-connection is given by ∇U(n) = ∇+ ξU(n) with
ξ
U(n)
X = −
1
2ϕ ◦ ∇Xϕ+∇Xη ⊗ ζ −
1
2η ⊗∇Xζ =
1
2(∇Xϕ) ◦ ϕ+
1
2∇Xη ⊗ ζ − η ⊗∇Xζ.
For sake of simplicity, we will write ξ = ξU(n) in the sequel. Likewise, ξ(i) will denote the
component of ξ obtained by the U(n)-isomorphism (∇F )(i) = (−ξF )(i) ∈ Ci → ξ(i). In this
way, classes or types are referred to as in [3].
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Certain U(n)-components of the Riemannian curvature tensor R of an almost contact metric
manifold are determined by a Ricci type tensor Ric∗ associated to the structure, called the
∗-Ricci tensor. Such a tensor is defined by Ric∗(X,Y ) = 〈Rei,Xϕei, ϕY 〉. In general, Ric
∗ is
not symmetric. However, since Ric∗ satisfies the identities Ric∗(ϕX,ϕY ) = Ric∗(Yζ⊥ ,Xζ⊥),
Ric∗(X, ζ) = 0, it can be claimed that
Ric∗ ∈ R〈·, ·〉 ⊕ su(n)s ⊕ u(n)
⊥
|ζ⊥ ⊕ η
⊥
d ⊆ R〈·, ·〉 ⊕ su(n)s ⊕ η ⊙ η
⊥ ⊕ u(n)⊥|ζ⊥ ⊕ η ∧ η
⊥,
where η⊥d = {2η⊙α+η∧α |α ∈ η
⊥} ∼= η⊥ and we follow the convention a⊙b = 12(a⊗b+b⊗a).
The skew-symmetric part Ric∗alt of Ric
∗ will play a special rôle. Relative to Ric∗alt, the
following result was already given in [10]. However, there are some summands missing there.
Lemma 3.1. Let (M, 〈·, ·〉, ϕ, ζ) be a 2n + 1-dimensional almost contact metric manifold.
Then the ∗-Ricci tensor satisfies
Ric∗alt(Xζ⊥ , Yζ⊥) =〈(∇
U(n)
ei ξ)ϕeiϕXζ⊥ , Yζ⊥〉+ 〈ξξeiϕeiϕXζ⊥ , Yζ⊥〉
− (ξeiη) ∧ (ξϕeiη) ◦ ϕ(Xζ⊥ , Yζ⊥),
Ric∗(ζ) =− ϕ(∇U(n)ei ξ)ϕeiζ − ϕξξeiϕeiζ + ϕξeiξϕeiζ,
for all X,Y ∈ X(M), and 〈Ric∗(ζ),X〉 = Ric∗(ζ,X). Furthermore, if n > 1, we have:
(i) The restriction Ric∗alt|ζ⊥ of Ric
∗
alt to the space ζ
⊥ is in u(n)⊥
|ζ⊥
and determines a U(n)-
component of the Weyl curvature tensor W .
(ii) The vector field Ric∗(ζ) is in ζ⊥ and determines another U(n)-component of W .
As a consequence, if M is conformally flat and n > 1, then Ric∗alt|ζ⊥ = 0 and Ric
∗(ζ) = 0.
Proof. The proof follows in the same way as in [10]. However, we rewrite it because of missing
summands in identities there. The so-called Ricci formula [1, p. 26] implies−(Rei,ϕeiF )(X,Y ) =
a˜(∇2F )ei,ϕei(X,Y ), where a˜ : T
∗M ⊗ T ∗M ⊗ Λ2T ∗M → Λ2T ∗M ⊗ Λ2T ∗M is the skewing
mapping. On one hand, by making use of first Bianchi’s identity, it is straightforward to see
−(Rei,ϕeiF )(X,Y ) = 4Ric
∗
alt(X,Y ). On the other hand, it is relatively direct to check
a˜(∇2F )ei,ϕei(X,Y ) =− 2〈ϕ(∇
U(n)
ei ξ)ϕeiX,Y 〉+ 2〈(∇
U(n)
ei ξ)ϕeiϕX,Y 〉
− 2〈ϕξξeiϕeiX,Y 〉+ 2〈ξξeiϕeiϕX,Y 〉
− 2〈ξeiξϕeiX,ϕY 〉+ 2〈ξeiξϕeiY, ϕX〉.
In [10] the last two summands are missing. Now, using equation (3.1), we will obtain the
following right expression for Ric∗alt(X,Y ):
Ric∗alt(X,Y ) =〈(∇
U(n)
ei ξ)ϕeiϕX,Y 〉+ 〈ξξeiϕeiϕX,Y 〉+ η ⊙ ((∇
U(n)
ei ξ)ϕeiη) ◦ ϕ(X,Y )
+ η ⊙ (ξξeiϕeiη) ◦ ϕ(X,Y )− (ξeiη) ∧ (ξϕeiη) ◦ ϕ(X,Y ) (3.2)
+ η ∧ (η ◦ ξei ◦ ξϕei ◦ ϕ)(X,Y ).
The tensors ∇
U(n)
ei ξ and ξ are of the same type because ∇
U(n) is a U(n)-connection. Now, by
replacing X = Xζ⊥ and Y = Yζ⊥ (3.2), we will obtain the first required identity. Likewise,
by replacing X = ζ and Y = X in equation (3.2), the second required identity follows.
For the proof for the final assertions in the Lemma, see the one given in [10]. 
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The vector field ξeiϕei involved in Ric
∗ is given by ξeiϕei = −
1
2(d
∗F )♯− 12d
∗F (ζ)ζ−ϕ∇ζζ.
Thus, this vector field is contributed by the components of ξ in C4 and C6. In fact,
ξ(4)eiϕei = −
1
2(d
∗F )♯ − ϕ∇ζζ +
1
2d
∗F (ζ)ζ, ξ(6)eiϕei = −d
∗F (ζ)ζ.
Likewise, the vector field ξeiei which is involved in the harmonicity criteria is given by ξeiei =
−12ϕ(d
∗F )♯ − d∗η ζ − 12∇ζζ. Because
ξ(4)eiei = −
1
2ϕ(d
∗F )♯ + 12∇ζζ, ξ(5)eiei = −d
∗η ζ, ξ(12)eiei = −∇ζζ, (3.3)
one has that ξeiei is contributed by C4, C5 and C12.
For a 2n-dimensional almost Hermitian manifold (M,J, 〈·, ·〉), where J is the almost com-
plex structure and 〈·, ·〉 is the metric, the Lee one-form θ is defined by θ = − 1n−1Jd
∗ω, where
ω = 〈·, J ·〉 is the Kähler two-form (see [11]). The one-form θ determines the component usually
denoted by ξ(4) of the intrinsic torsion of the almost Hermitian structure. Such a component
is given by 4ξ(4)X = X
♭⊗ θ♯− θ⊗X − JX♭⊗ Jθ♯+ Jθ⊗ JX. Note that
∑2n
i=1 ξeiei =
n−1
2 θ
♯.
In the context of almost contact metric geometric, taking (3.3) into account, the Lee form
is defined by (n−1)θ = −ϕ(d∗F )♯+∇ζη, where 2n+1 is the dimension of the almost contact
metric manifold. The component ξ(4) is given by
4ξ(4)X = X
♭
ζ⊥ ⊗ θ
♯ − θ ⊗Xζ⊥ − ϕX
♭ ⊗ ϕθ♯ + ϕθ ⊗ ϕX.
Likewise, for the vector field ϕξeiξϕeiζ involved in the expression for Ric
∗(ζ) obtained above,
we have the results given in next lemma which will be useful later.
Lemma 3.2. Denoting A = C1 ⊕ C2, B = C3 ⊕ C4, C = C5 ⊕ C6 ⊕ C7 ⊕ C8, D = C9 ⊕ C10,
E = C11⊕C12 and being {e1, . . . , e2n, e2n+1 = ζ} an orthonormal basis for tangent vectors, we
have:
(i) If the almost contact metric structure is of type A⊕B⊕ C⊕ E, then
ϕξeiξϕeiζ = ξeiξeiζ − ξ(11)ζξζζ + ‖∇ζ‖
2ζ.
(ii) If the almost contact metric structure is of type A⊕B⊕D⊕ E, then
ϕξeiξϕeiζ = −ξeiξeiζ + ξ(11)ζξζζ − ‖∇ζ‖
2ζ.
(iii) If the almost contact metric structure is of type A⊕C⊕E or B⊕D⊕E or C1⊕C⊕C9⊕E
or C3 ⊕ C5 ⊕ C6 ⊕ E or A⊕B⊕ E, then
ϕξeiξϕeiζ = 0, ξeiξeiζ = ξζξζζ = ξ(11)ζξζζ − ‖∇ζζ‖
2ζ and ‖∇ζ‖ = ‖∇ζζ‖.
Proof. For (i) (for (ii)), by using (3.1), we have
ϕξeiξϕeiζ = −ξeiϕξϕeiζ + η(ξϕeiζ)ϕξeiζ + η(ξeiϕξϕeiζ)ζ.
Note that the second summand of the right side is equal to zero and the required identity
follows by considering the properties of the bilinear form (ξ·η)· acting on ζ
⊥, i.e. in the case
(i) (case (ii)), it is a Hermitian (skew Hermitian) bilinear form on ζ⊥. Finally, note that one
has the identity ξζξζζ = −‖∇ζζ‖
2ζ + ξ(11)ζξζζ.
For the remaining particular cases, if the type is A ⊕ C ⊕ E or B ⊕ D ⊕ E, we have∑n
i=1 ξϕeiξϕeiζ = −
∑n
i=1 ξeiξeiζ. Therefore,∑2n+1
i=1 ξeiξeiζ =
∑n
i=1 ξeiξeiζ +
∑n
i=1 ξϕeiξϕeiζ + ξζξζζ = ξζξζζ.
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For the type A⊕B⊕ E, as a consequence of (i) and (ii), it is followed
ϕξeiξϕeiζ = 0, ξeiξeiζ = ξζξζζ = ξ(11)ζξζζ − ‖∇ζ‖
2ζ, and ‖∇ζ‖2 = ‖∇ζζ‖
2.
The remaining cases are derived by a similar way using properties of the intrinsic torsion. 
Next it is pointed out more relative to notation.
Remark 3.3. We will use the following standard notation: λp,q0 is a complex irreducible U(n)-
module coming from the (p, q)-part of the complex exterior algebra, and that its corresponding
dominant weight in standard coordinates is given by (1, . . . , 1, 0, . . . , 0,−1, . . . ,−1), where 1
and −1 are repeated p and q times, respectively. By analogy with the exterior algebra,
there are also complex irreducible U(n)-modules σp,q0 , with dominant weights (p, 0, . . . , 0,−q)
coming from the complex symmetric algebra. The notation [[V ]] stands for the real vector
space underlying a complex vector space V , and [W ] denotes a real vector space that admits
W as its complexification. Thus, being A the irreducible U(n)-module with dominant weight
(2, 1, 0, . . . , 0), for the U(n)-modules above mentioned one has
η⊥ ∼= [[λ1,0]], u(n) ∼= [λ1,1], su(n)s ∼= su(n)a ∼= [λ
1,1
0 ], u(n)
⊥
|ζ⊥
∼= [[λ2,0]].
C1
∼= [[λ3,0]], C2 ∼= [[A]], C3 ∼= [[λ
2,0
0 ]], C4
∼= [[λ1,0]].
The space of two forms Λ2T∗M is decomposed into irreducible U(n)-components as follows:
Λ2T∗M = RF + [λ1,10 ] + [[λ
2,0]] + η ∧ [[λ1,0]].
The components of a two-form α are given by
2α[λ1,1](X,Y ) = α(ϕ
2X,ϕ2Y ) + α(ϕX,ϕY ), 2α[[λ2,0]](X,Y ) = α(ϕ
2X,ϕ2Y )− α(ϕX,ϕY ),
αη∧[[λ1,0]] = η ∧ (ζyα), αRF =
1
2n
〈α,F 〉F,
where y denotes the interior product and it is used the metric given by (2.1). In the sequel,
we will consider the orthonormal basis for vectors {e1, . . . , e2n, e2n+1 = ζ}. Likewise, we will
use the summation convention. The repeated indexes will mean that the sum is extended
from i = 1 to i = 2n+ 1. Otherwise, the sum will be explicitly written.
4. Geometric interrelations between components of the intrinsic torsion
In this section we will display several identities relating components of the intrinsic torsion
of an almost contact streucture. Such identities were already obtained in [12] and are con-
sequences of the equalities d2F = 0 and d2η = 0. They are interesting on their own and are
applied in next section to derive conditions for the harmocinity of the structure. Likewise, the
identities are also used to claim the non-existence of certain types of almost contact metric
structures. This was already initiated in [12]. Here we will give further results in such a
direction in the final section. The identity in next Lemma is a consequence of d2F = 0.
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Lemma 4.1. For almost contact metric manifolds of dimension 2n+ 1, n > 1, the following
identity is satisfied
0 =n−2n−1 〈∇
U(n)
ϕ2X ξ(4)eiei, Y 〉 −
n−2
n−1 〈∇
U(n)
ϕ2Y ξ(4)eiei, X〉 −
2
n−1 (∇
U(n)
ej (ξ(4)eiei)
♭))(ϕej)F (X,Y )
− 2〈(∇
U(n)
ei ξ(3))XY, ei〉+ 2〈(∇
U(n)
ei ξ(3))YX, ei〉 −
n−2
n−1 〈∇
U(n)
ϕX ξ(4)eiei, ϕY 〉
+ n−2n−1 〈∇
U(n)
ϕY ξ(4)eiei, ϕX〉 − 3〈ξ(1)Xei, ξ(2)Y ei〉+ 3〈ξ(1)Y ei, ξ(2)Xei〉
− 2n2 d
∗ηd∗F (ζ)F (X,Y ) + 4nd
∗η(ξ(7)Xη)(Y )−
4
nd
∗F (ζ)(ξ(8)Xη)(ϕY )
+ 4〈ξ(7)Xζ, ξ(8)Y ζ〉 − 4〈ξ(7)Y ζ, ξ(8)Xζ〉+ 4〈ξ(11)ζX, ξ(10)Y ζ〉 − 4〈ξ(11)ζY, ξ(10)Xζ〉.
In previous Lemma, if we use the equality
(∇
U(n)
X (ξ(4)eiei)
♭)(Y )− (∇
U(n)
Y (ξ(4)eiei)
♭)(X) = n−12 (dθ(X,Y ) + (ξXθ)(Y )− (ξY θ)(X)) .
we will obtain the [λ1,1]-component of the exterior derivative of the Lee form θ.
Proposition 4.2. For almost contact metric manifolds of dimension 2n+ 1, n > 1, we have
n−2
2 dθ[λ1,1](X,Y ) =
1
4〈dθ, F 〉F (X,Y )− 〈(∇
U(n)
ei ξ(3))XY, ei〉+ 〈(∇
U(n)
ei ξ(3))YX, ei〉
+ n−22 θ(ξ(3)XY − ξ(3)YX) −
3
2 〈ξ(1)Xei, ξ(2)Y ei〉+
3
2〈ξ(1)Y ei, ξ(2)Xei〉
− 1
n2
d∗ηd∗F (ζ)F (X,Y ) + 2nd
∗η(ξ(7)Xη)(Y )−
2
nd
∗F (ζ)(ξ(8)Y η)(ϕX)
+ 2〈ξ(7)Xζ, ξ(8)Y ζ〉 − 2〈ξ(7)Y ζ, ξ(8)Xζ〉
+ 2〈ξ(11)ζX, ξ(10)Y ζ〉 − 2〈ξ(11)ζY, ξ(10)Xζ〉
and (dθ)R(X,Y ) =
1
2n〈dθ, F 〉F (X,Y ), where
1
4〈dθ, F 〉 =
1
2nd
∗ηd∗F (ζ)− 〈ξ(7)ϕeiζ, ξ(8)eiζ〉 − 〈ξ(11)ζϕei, ξ(10)eiζ〉.
The identity in next Lemma is also a consequence of d2F = 0.
Lemma 4.3 ( [12]). For almost contact metric structures of dimension 2n + 1, n > 1, the
following identity is satisfied
0 = 3〈(∇
U(n)
ei ξ(1))eiX,Y〉 − 〈(∇
U(n)
ei ξ(3))eiX,Y〉+ (n− 2)〈(∇
U(n)
ei ξ(4))eiX,Y〉
− 〈ξ(3)Xei, ξ(1)Yei〉+ 〈ξ(3)Yei, ξ(1)Xei〉+
1
2 〈ξ(3)Xei, ξ(2)Yei〉 −
1
2 〈ξ(3)Yei, ξ(2)Xei〉
− n−5n−1 〈ξ(1)ξ(4)eieiX,Y〉 −
n−2
n−1 〈ξ(2)ξ(4)eieiX,Y〉+ 〈ξ(3)ξ(4)ei eiX,Y〉
+ (ξ(6)eiη)(ϕei)〈ξ(11)ζX,ϕY〉 + (n− 2)(ξ(5)eiη) ∧ (ξ(10)eiη)(X,Y)
+ (n− 2)(ξ(6)eiη) ∧ (ξ(10)eiη)(X,Y)− 2(ξ(7) eiη) ∧ (ξ(9) eiη)(X,Y)
− 2(ξ(7) eiη) ∧ (ξ(10) eiη)(X,Y)− 2(ξ(8) eiη) ∧ (ξ(10) eiη)(X,Y)
+ 2(ξ(7)Xη)(ξ(11)ζY) − 2(ξ(7)Yη)(ξ(11)ζX).
In previous Lemma, if we use the following identity proved in [8, p. 450, Lemma 4.4]
〈(∇U(n)ei ξ(4))eiX,Y〉 =
1
2dθ[[λ2,0]](X,Y )− 〈ξ(1)θ♯X,Y 〉+
1
2〈ξ(2)θ♯X,Y 〉, (4.4)
we will obtain the [[λ2,0]]-component of the exterior derivative of the Lee form θ.
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Proposition 4.4. For almost contact metric manifolds of dimension 2n + 1, n > 1, the
following identity is satisfied
n−2
2 dθ[[λ2,0]](X,Y ) = −3〈(∇
U(n)
ei ξ(1))eiX,Y〉+ 〈(∇
U(n)
ei ξ(3))eiX,Y〉+ 〈ξ(3)Xei, ξ(1)Yei〉
−〈ξ(3)Yei, ξ(1)Xei〉 −
1
2 〈ξ(3)Xei, ξ(2)Yei〉+
1
2 〈ξ(3)Yei, ξ(2)Xei〉
+ 3(n−3)2 〈ξ(1)θ♯X,Y〉 −
n−1
2 〈ξ(3)θ♯X,Y〉 − d
∗F (ζ)〈ξ(11)ζX,ϕY〉
−n−22n d
∗η(ξ(10)Xη)(Y) +
n−2
n
d∗F (ζ)(ξ(10)ϕXη)(ϕY)
+2(ξ(7) eiη) ∧ (ξ(9) eiη)(X,Y) + 2(ξ(7) eiη) ∧ (ξ(10) eiη)(X,Y)
+2(ξ(8) eiη) ∧ (ξ(10) eiη)(X,Y) − 2(ξ(7)Xη)(ξ(11)ζY) + 2(ξ(7)Yη)(ξ(11)ζX).
Next we give another consequence of d2F = 0.
Lemma 4.5 ( [12]). For almost contact metric manifolds of dimension 2n+ 1, the following
identity is satisfied
0 = −〈(∇
U(n)
ζ ξ(4))eiei,X〉 − (n− 1)((∇
U(n)
ei ξ(5))eiη)(X) + ((∇
U(n)
ei ξ(8))eiη)(X)
−((∇
U(n)
ei ξ(10))eiη)(X) + 〈(∇
U(n)
ei ξ(11))ζei,X〉 − (ξ(8)eiη)(ξ(3)eiX)
−(ξ(7)eiη)(ξ(3)eiX) + (ξ(10)eiη)(ξ(1)Xei)−
1
2(ξ(10)eiη)(ξ(2)Xei)
+〈ξ(11)ζei, ξ(1)Xei〉 −
1
2〈ξ(11)ζei, ξ(2)Xei〉+ (ξ(5)ξ(4)ei ei
η)(X)
− 1n−1(ξ(8)ξ(4)ei ei
η)(X) + 〈(ξ(9)ξ(4)ei ei
η)(X) − 〈(ξ(6)ξ(4)ei ei
η)(X)
−(ξ(7)ξ(4)ei ei
η)(X) − (n− 1)(ξ(5)ξζ ζη)(X) − (ξ(10)ξζζη)(X) − 〈ξ(11)ζX, ξζζ〉.
Next by noting that (∇
U(n)
X ξ(4))eiei = ∇
U(n)
X ξ(4)eiei and using the identities
(ξ(5)Xη)(Y) =
d∗η
2n (〈X,Y〉 − η(X)η(Y )), (ξ(6)Xη)(Y ) = −
d∗F (ζ)
2n F (X,Y ),
((∇
U(n)
X ξ(5))Y η)(Z) =
d(d∗η)(X)
2n (〈Y,Z〉 − η(Y )η(Z)),
〈(∇
U(n)
ζ ξ(4))eiei,X〉 =
n−1
2
(
dθ(ζ,X)− θ(ξ(11)ζX)− θ(ξϕ2Xζ)
)
,
another version of the identity in previous Lemma is given in next Proposition. Such a version
relates the exterior derivatives of the Lee form θ and the coderivative d∗η.
Proposition 4.6. For almost contact metric manifolds of dimension 2n+ 1, we have
n−1
2 dθ(ζ,X) =
n−1
2n d(d
∗η)(ϕ2X) + ((∇
U(n)
ei ξ(8))eiη)(X) − ((∇
U(n)
ei ξ(10))eiη)(X)
+ 〈(∇
U(n)
ei ξ(11))ζei,X〉 − (ξ(7)eiη)(ξ(3)eiX)− (ξ(8)eiη)(ξ(3)eiX)
+ (ξ(10)eiη)(ξ(1)Xei)−
1
2(ξ(10)eiη)(ξ(2)Xei) + 〈ξ(11)ζei, ξ(1)Xei〉
− 12 〈ξ(11)ζei, ξ(2)Xei〉 −
n
2 (ξ(8)θ♯η)(X) +
n−1
2 〈(ξ(10)θ♯η)(X)
+ n−12 θ(ξ(11)ζX)−
n−1
2n d
∗η(ξζη)(X) − (ξ(10)ξζζη)(X) − 〈ξ(11)ζX, ξζζ〉.
In particular, if the structure is of type C1⊕C2⊕C3⊕C5⊕C6⊕C9⊕C12 or C1⊕C2⊕C5⊕C6⊕
C7 ⊕ C9 ⊕ C12 and n > 1, then d(d
∗η) is given by d(d∗η) = −d∗η ξζη + d(d
∗η)(ζ)η. Likewise,
for the type C1⊕C2⊕C3⊕C5⊕C9⊕C12 and n > 1, the one-form div(ζ) η = −d
∗η η is closed.
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If we consider the identity d2η = 0, we will obtain an expression for d(d∗F (ζ)).
Lemma 4.7. For almost contact metric manifolds of dimension 2n+1, the exterior derivative
d(d∗F (ζ)) is given by
n−1
2n d(d
∗F (ζ))(Xζ⊥) =((∇
U(n)
ei ξ(7))eiη))(ϕX) − ((∇
U(n)
ei ξ(10))eiη)(ϕX) − (ξ(7)eiη)(ξ(3)eiϕX)
− 2(ξ(10)eiη)(ξ(1)ϕXei)−
1
2(ξ(10)eiη)(ξ(2)ϕXei)−
n−1
2n d
∗F (ζ)θ(X)
− n−12 (ξ(7)θ♯η)(ϕX) +
n−2
2 (ξ(10)θ♯η)(ϕX) +
n−1
2n d
∗F (ζ)(ξ(12)ζη)(X)
− (ξ(7)ξ(12)ζζη)(ϕX) + (ξ(10)ξ(12)ζ ζη)(ϕX),
d(d∗F (ζ))(ζ) = 1nd
∗ηd∗F (ζ)− 〈dξζη, F 〉+ 2(ξ(7)eiη)(ϕξ(8)eiζ) + 2(ξ(10)eiη)(ϕξ(11)ζei).
For our purposes, it is interesting to note that (∇
U(n)
Z ξ(6))XY =
1
2nd(d
∗F (ζ))(Z)(F (X,Y )ζ+
η(Y )ϕ(X)). From this, it is obtained ((∇
U(n)
ei ξ(6))eiη)(Z) = −
1
2nd(d
∗F (ζ))(ϕZ).
Also as a consequence of d2η = 0, one has the identities given in next Lemma already
proved in [12, Lemma 3.9]. (dξζη)V will denote the projection of dξζη on the U(n)-space V .
Lemma 4.8. The U(n)-components of dξζη are given by:
(dξζη)RF =
1
2n〈dξζη, F 〉 F , where
1
2 〈dξζη, F 〉 =− d(d
∗F (ζ))(ζ) + 1
n
d∗η d∗F (ζ) + 2(ξ(7)eiη)(ϕξ(8)eiζ) + 2(ξ(10)eiη)(ϕξ(11)ζei),
(dξζη)[λ1,1](X,Y ) =−
1
n
d(d∗F (ζ))(ζ)F (X,Y ) + 1
n2
d∗ηd∗F (ζ)F (X,Y ) + 2((∇
U(n)
ζ ξ(7))Xη)(Y )
− 2
n
d∗η(ξ(7)Xη)(Y ) +
2
n
d∗F (ζ)(ξ(8)Xη)(ϕY )− 2(ξ(7)Xη)(ξ(8)Y ζ)
+ 2(ξ(7)Y η)(ξ(8)Xζ) + 2(ξ(9)Xη)(ξ(10)Y ζ)− 2(ξ(9)Y η)(ξ(10)Xζ)
+ 2(ξ(10)Xη)(ξ(11)ζY )− 2(ξ(10)Y η)(ξ(11)ζX),
(dξζη)[[λ2,0]](X,Y ) =2((∇
U(n)
ζ ξ(10))Xη)(Y )−
2
nd
∗F (ζ)〈ξ(11)ζX,ϕY 〉 − 2(ξ(7)Xη)(ξ(9)Y ζ)
+ 2(ξ(7)Y η)(ξ(9)Xζ) + 2(ξ(7)Xη)(ξ(11)ζY )− 2(ξ(7)Y η)(ξ(11)ζX)
− 2nd
∗η(ξ(10)Xη)(Y ) + 2(ξ(8)Xη)(ξ(10)Y ζ)− 2(ξ(8)Y η)(ξ(10)Xζ),
(dξζη)η∧[[λ1,0]] = η ∧ ζydξζη, where
ζydξζη(X) =((∇
U(n)
ζ ξ(12))ζη)(X) + (ξ(12)ζη)(ξ(11)ζX)−
1
2nd
∗η(ξ(12)ζη)(X)
− (ξ(8)ξ(12)ζζη)(X)− (ξ(9)ξ(12)ζζη)(X)−
1
2nd
∗F (ζ)(ξ(12)ζη)(ϕX)
+ (ξ(7)ξ(12)ζζη)(X) + (ξ(10)ξ(12)ζ ζη)(X).
5. Harmonic almost contact structures
In this section we will show conditions relating harmonicity, curvature and types of almost
contact metric structures. Firstly, we recall the following characterization for harmonic almost
contact structures given in [10].
Theorem 5.1. If (M, 〈·, ·〉, ϕ, ζ) is a 2n+1-dimensional almost contact metric manifold, then
the following conditions are equivalent:
(i) The structure is harmonic.
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(ii) For all X,Y ∈ X(M), one has 〈(∇
U(n)
ei ξ)eiXζ⊥ , Yζ⊥〉 + 〈ξξeieiXζ⊥ , Yζ⊥〉 = 0 and
(∇
U(n)
ei ξ)eiζ + ξξeieiζ = 0.
In such case we have ∇∗∇ζ = −ξeiξeiζ. In particular, a structure of type C5⊕ . . .⊕C10⊕C12
is harmonic if and only if ∇∗∇ζ = ‖∇ζ‖2ζ, that is, the Reeb vector field ζ is harmonic unit
vector field (see [9, 16] for this notion).
In next results, for certain types of almost contact metric structures, we will deduce condi-
tions characterising harmonic structures. Such conditions are mainly given in terms of ∗-Ricci
tensor and components of the intrinsic torsion.
Theorem 5.2. For a 2n+ 1-dimensional almost contact metric manifold (M, 〈·, ·〉, ϕ, ζ), we
have:
(i) If M is of type C1 ⊕ C2 ⊕ C4 ⊕ C5 ⊕ C6 ⊕ C7 ⊕ C8 ⊕ C11 ⊕ C12 = A⊕ C4 ⊕ C⊕ E, then
the structure is harmonic if and only if
Ric∗alt(Xζ⊥ , Yζ⊥) = dθ[[λ2,0]](X,Y ) + (n− 3)〈ξ(1)θX,Y 〉+ n〈ξ(2)θX,Y 〉
−d∗η〈ξ(11)ζX,Y 〉 − d
∗F (ζ)〈ξ(11)ζϕX, Y 〉
+〈(∇
U(n)
ζ ξ(11))ζX,Y 〉+ 〈ξ(1)ξ(12)ζ ζX,Y 〉
+〈ξ(2)ξ(12)ζζX,Y 〉+
1
4ξζη ∧ θ(X,Y )
− 14ϕξζη ∧ ϕθ(X,Y )〉,
(5.1)
for all X,Y ∈ X(M), and
Ric∗(ζ) =− (ζydξζη)
♯ − n−14n d
∗ηθ♯ − 2n−12 ξ(8)θ♯ζ −
3(n−1)
4n d
∗F (ζ)ϕθ♯ (5.2)
− 2n−32 ξ(7)θ♯ζ +
n−1
n d
∗ηξζζ − 2ξ(8)ξζζζ + d
∗F (ζ)ϕξζζ − ξ(11)ζξ(12)ζζ.
(ii) If M is of type C1⊕C2⊕C4⊕C9⊕C10⊕C11⊕C12 = A⊕C4⊕D⊕E, then the structure
is harmonic if and only if
Ric∗alt(Xζ⊥ , Yζ⊥) = dθ[[λ2,0]](X,Y ) + (n− 3)〈ξ(1)θ♯X,Y 〉+ n〈ξ(2)θ♯X,Y 〉 (5.3)
+ 〈(∇
U(n)
ζ ξ(11))ζX,Y 〉+ 〈ξ(1)ξ(12)ζ ζX,Y 〉+ 〈ξ(2)ξ(12)ζ ζX,Y 〉
+ 14ξζη ∧ θ(X,Y )−
1
4ϕξζη ∧ ϕθ(X,Y ),
for all X,Y ∈ X(M), and
Ric∗(ζ) = (ζydξζη)
♯ − ξ(1)eiξ(10)eiζ − ξ(2)eiξ(D)eiζ + (n− 1)ξ(9)θ♯ζ
+(n− 1)ξ(10)θ♯ζ + 2ξ(9)ξζζζ + ξ(11)ζξ(12)ζζ.
(5.4)
(iii) If M is of type C3⊕C4⊕C5⊕C6⊕C7⊕C8⊕C11⊕C12 = B⊕C⊕E, then the structure
is harmonic if and only if
Ric∗alt(Xζ⊥ , Yζ⊥) =− (n− 1)〈ξ(3)θ♯X,Y 〉 − 〈(∇
U(n)
ζ ξ(11))ζX,Y 〉 − 〈ξ(3)ξζζX,Y 〉
− 14ξζη ∧ θ(X,Y ) +
1
4ϕξζη ∧ ϕθ(X,Y ) + d
∗η〈ξ(11)ζX,Y 〉
− d∗F (ζ)〈ξ(11)ζϕX,Y 〉,
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for all X,Y ∈ X(M), and
Ric∗(ζ) =− (ζydξζη)
♯ − 〈ξ(8)ζ, 〈ξ(3)·ej , ·〉〉ej − 〈ξ(7)ζ, 〈ξ(3)·ej , ·〉〉ej
− n−14n d
∗ηθ♯ − 2n−12 ξ(8)θ♯ζ −
3(n−1)
4n d
∗F (ζ)ϕθ♯ − 2n−32 ξ(7)θ♯ζ
+ n−1n d
∗ηξζζ − 2ξ(8)ξζζζ + d
∗F (ζ)ϕξζζ − ξ(11)ζξ(12)ζζ.
Note that in this case of harmonic structure one has
〈(∇
U(n)
ζ ξ(11))ζX,Y 〉 =−
n−1
2 dθ[[λ2,0]](X,Y )− (n− 1)〈ξ(3)θ♯X,Y 〉 − 〈ξ(3)ξζζX,Y 〉
− 14 (ξζη ∧ θ − ϕξζη ∧ ϕθ)(X,Y ) + d
∗η〈ξ(11)ζX,Y 〉
− d∗F (ζ)〈ξ(11)ζϕX,Y 〉 − 2(ξ(7)Xη)(ξ(11)ζY )
+ 2(ξ(7)Xη)(ξ(11)ζY ).
(iv) If M is of type C3 ⊕ C4 ⊕ C9 ⊕ C10 ⊕ C11 ⊕ C12 = B ⊕ D ⊕ E, then the structure is
harmonic if and only if
Ric∗alt(Xζ⊥ , Yζ⊥) =− (n− 1)〈ξ(3)θ♯X,Y 〉 − 〈(∇
U(n)
ζ ξ(11))ζX,Y 〉,
for all X,Y ∈ X(M), and
Ric∗(ζ) =(ζydξζη)
♯ + (n− 1)ξ(9)θ♯ζ + (n− 1)ξ(10)θ♯ζ + 2ξ(9)ξζζζ + ξ(11)ζξζζ.
Note that in this case of harmonic structure one has
〈(∇
U(n)
ζ ξ(11))ζX,Y 〉 = −
n−1
2 dθ[[λ2,0]](X,Y )− (n− 1)〈ξ(3)θ♯X,Y 〉.
Proof. For (i), the tensor ξ for structures of type A ⊕ C4 ⊕ C ⊕ E is such that ξ(A)ϕXϕY =
−ξ(A)XY , ξ(4)ϕXϕY = ξ(4)XY , and (ξϕXη)(ϕY ) = (ξXζ⊥η)(Yζ⊥) [3]. Also in such a case,
one has ξξ(6)eiϕeiζ = −d
∗F (ζ)ξζζ and ξξ(4)eiϕeiζ = −ξϕξ(4)eieiζ = −
n−1
2 ξϕθ♯ζ. Taking all of
this into account, if the structure is harmonic, using Lemma 3.1, Theorem 5.1 and (4.4), it is
followed the first condition required in (i).
The second condition in (i) is derived by making use of Lemma 3.1, Theorem 5.1, Lemma
3.2, Lemma 4.8 and the following identities
ξ(A)eiξ(C)eiζ =0, (5.5)
ξ(4)eiξ(C)eiζ =
n−1
4n d
∗ηθ♯ − 12ξ(8)θ♯ζ −
n−1
4n d
∗F (ζ)ϕθ♯ + 12ξ(7)θ♯ζ, (5.6)
ξ(5)XY = −
d∗η
2n (〈X,Y 〉ζ − η(Y )X), (5.7)
ξ(6)XY =
d∗F (ζ)
2n (F (X,Y )ζ − η(Y )ϕX). (5.8)
Conversely, if both conditions are satisfied, using Lemma 3.1, Lemma 4.8, Lemma 3.2 and
the identities (5.5)-(5.8), we will deduce the harmonicity conditions given by Theorem 5.1.
The proof for (ii) is similar. In this case one has (ξϕXη)(ϕY ) = −(ξX
ζ⊥
η)(Yζ⊥) and
ξξeiϕeiη = ξξ(4)eiϕeiζ = −ξϕξ(4)eieiζ = −
n−1
2 ξϕθ♯ζ.
For (iii), the intrinsic torsion in this case is such that ξ(B)ϕXϕY = ξ(B)X
ζ⊥
Yζ⊥ and (ξϕXη)(ϕY ) =
(ξζ⊥η)(Yζ⊥) (see [3]). Therefore, as in the previous cases, the required identities in (iii) are
consequences of Lemma 3.1, Lemma 4.8, Theorem 5.1, Lemma 3.2 and identities (4.4), (5.6),
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(5.7), (5.8). Moreover, to deduce an expression for 〈(∇
U(n)
ζ ξ(11))ζX,Y 〉, Lemma 4.3 is used.
The converse is straightforward.
For (iv), ξ in this case is such that (ξϕXη)(ϕY ) = −(ξX
ζ⊥
η)(Yζ⊥). Therefore, as in the
previous cases, the required identities in (iv) are consequences of Lemma 3.1, Lemma 4.8,
Theorem 5.1 and Lemma 3.2. Moreover, to deduce an expression for 〈(∇
U(n)
ζ ξ(11))ζX,Y 〉,
Lemma 4.3 is used. The converse easily follows by using results above mentioned. 
Next proposition contains some particular cases, most of them of previous Theorem. For
proving them, identities of Section 4 are used.
Proposition 5.3. For a 2n+1-dimensional almost contact metric manifold (M, 〈·, ·〉, ϕ, ζ),
we have:
(i) If M is of type C1⊕C2⊕C5⊕C6⊕C7⊕C8⊕C11⊕C12, then the structure is harmonic
if and only if
Ric∗alt(Xζ⊥ , Yζ⊥) =〈(∇
U(n)
ζ ξ(11))ζX,Y 〉+ 〈ξ(1)ξζζX,Y 〉+ 〈ξ(2)ξζζX,Y 〉
− d∗η(ζ)〈ξ(11)ζX,Y 〉 − d
∗F (ζ)〈ξ(11)ζX,ϕY 〉,
for all X,Y ∈ X(M), and
Ric∗(ζ) =− (ζydξζη)
♯ + n−1n d
∗ηξζζ − 2ξ(8)ξζζζ + d
∗F (ζ)ϕξζζ − ξ(11)ζξ(12)ζζ.
(ii) If M is of type C1 ⊕ C2 ⊕ C9 ⊕ C10 ⊕ C11 ⊕ C12, then the structure is harmonic if and
only if
Ric∗alt(Xζ⊥ , Yζ⊥) = 〈(∇
U(n)
ζ ξ(11))ζX,Y 〉+ 〈ξ(1)ξ(12)ζ ζX,Y 〉+ 〈ξ(2)ξ(12)ζ ζX,Y 〉,
for all X,Y ∈ X(M), and
Ric∗(ζ) =(ζydξζη)
♯ − ξ(1)eiξ(10)eiζ − ξ(2)eiξ(D)eiζ + 2ξ(9)ξζζζ + ξ(11)ζξ(12)ζζ.
(iii) If M is of type C1⊕C4⊕C5⊕C6⊕C7⊕C8⊕C11⊕C12, then the structure is harmonic
for n 6= 5 if and only if
n−5
n+1 Ric
∗
alt(Xζ⊥ , Yζ⊥) =〈(∇
U(n)
ζ ξ(11))ζX,Y 〉+ (n− 3)〈ξ(1)θ♯X,Y 〉
+ 〈ξ(1)ξζζX,Y 〉+
1
4(ξζη ∧ θ − ϕξζη ∧ ϕθ)(X,Y )
− d∗η〈ξ(11)ζX,ϕY 〉 −
n−3
n+1d
∗F (ζ)〈ξ(11)ζϕX,Y 〉,
for all X,Y ∈ X(M), and it is satisfied the identity (5.2).
For n = 5, the above mentioned type of structure is harmonic if and only if identities
(5.1) and (5.2) are satisfied for this particular case.
(iv) If M is of type C1⊕C4⊕C9⊕C10⊕C11⊕C12, then the structure is harmonic for n 6= 5
if and only if
n−5
n+1 Ric
∗
alt(Xζ⊥ , Yζ⊥) = 〈(∇
U(n)
ζ ξ(11))ζX,Y 〉+ (n− 3)〈ξ(1)θ♯X,Y 〉
+〈ξ(1)ξζζX,Y 〉+
1
4 (ξζη ∧ θ − ϕξζη ∧ ϕθ)(X,Y ),
for all X,Y ∈ X(M), and it is satisfied the identity (5.4).
For n = 5, the above mentioned type of structure is harmonic if and only if identities
(5.3) and (5.4) are satisfied for this particular case.
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(v) If M is of type C2 ⊕ C4 ⊕ C5 ⊕ C6 ⊕ C7 ⊕ C8 ⊕ C11 ⊕ C12 = C2 ⊕ C4 ⊕ C⊕ E, then the
structure is harmonic for n 6= 2 if and only if
Ric∗alt(Xζ⊥ , Yζ⊥) =〈(∇
U(n)
ζ ξ(11))ζX,Y 〉+ n〈ξ(2)θ♯X,Y 〉 − d
∗η〈ξ(11)ζX,Y 〉
− nn−2 d
∗F (ζ)〈ξ(11)ζX,ϕY 〉 −
4
n−2(ξ(7)Xη)(ξ(11)ζY )
+ 4n−2(ξ(7)Y η)(ξ(11)ζX) + 〈ξ(2)ξζζX,Y 〉
+ 14(ξζη ∧ θ − ϕξζη ∧ ϕθ)(X,Y ),
for all X,Y ∈ X(M), and it is satisfied the identity (5.2).
For n = 2, the above mentioned type of structure is harmonic if and only if identities
(5.1) and (5.2) are satisfied for this particular case.
(vi) If M is of type C2 ⊕ C4 ⊕ C9 ⊕ C10 ⊕ C11 ⊕ C12 = C2 ⊕ C4 ⊕D⊕ E, then the structure
is harmonic for n 6= 2 if and only if
Ric∗alt(Xζ⊥ , Yζ⊥) =〈(∇
U(n)
ζ ξ(11))ζX,Y 〉+ n〈ξ(2)θ♯X,Y 〉+ 〈ξ(2)ξζζX,Y 〉
+ 14(ξζη ∧ θ − ϕξζη ∧ ϕθ)(X,Y ),
for all X,Y ∈ X(M), and it is satisfied the identity (5.4).
For n = 2, the above mentioned type of structure is harmonic if and only if identities
(5.3) and (5.4) are satisfied for this particular case.
(vii) If M is of type C1⊕ C5⊕C9⊕ C11⊕ C12, then the structure is harmonic if and only if
0 =〈(∇
U(n)
ζ ξ(11))ζX,Y 〉+ 〈ξ(1)ξζζX,Y 〉 − d
∗η〈ξ(11)ζX,Y 〉,
for all X,Y ∈ X(M), and it is satisfied the identity
Ric∗(ζ) = 1n(dd
∗η)♯
ζ⊥
+ (ζydξζη)
♯ − n−1n d
∗ηξζζ + 2ξ(9)ξζζζ + ξ(11)ζξ(12)ζζ.
In particular, if the structure is of type C1⊕ C5⊕ C9, the structure is harmonic if and
only if Ric∗(ζ) = 0. Note that, for such a type, we always have Ric∗alt(Xζ⊥ , Yζ⊥) = 0,
for all X,Y ∈ X(M).
Proof. Parts (i) and (ii) are merely particular cases of Theorem 5.2 (i) and (ii), respectively.
For part (iii) and n 6= 5, from properties of the involved components of ξ, Proposition 4.4 and
Theorem 5.1, we deduce that in this case
n−5
2 dθ[[λ2,0]](X,Y ) =3〈(∇
U(n)
ζ ξ(11))ζX,Y 〉+ 3(n− 3)〈ξ(1)θ♯X,Y 〉+ 3〈ξ(1)ξ(12)ζζX,Y 〉
+ 34ξ(12)ζη ∧ θ(X,Y )−
3
4ϕξ(12)ζη ∧ ϕθ(X,Y )− 3d
∗η〈ξ(11)ζX,Y 〉
− d∗F (ζ)〈ξ(11)ζϕX, Y 〉 − 2(ξ(7)Xη)(ξ(11)ζY ) + 2(ξ(7)Y η)(ξ(11)ζX),
(n− 5)〈(∇U(n)ei ξ(1))eiX,Y 〉 =− (n− 2)〈(∇
U(n)
ζ ξ(11))ζX,Y 〉 −
(n−3)(n+1)
2 〈ξ(1)θ♯X,Y 〉
− (n− 2)〈ξ(1)ξ(12)ζζX,Y 〉 −
n−2
4 ξ(12)ζη ∧ θ(X,Y )
+ n−24 ϕξ(12)ζη ∧ ϕθ(X,Y ) + (n− 2)d
∗η〈ξ(11)ζX,Y 〉
+ d∗F (ζ)〈ξ(11)ζϕX, Y 〉 − 2(ξ(7)Xη)(ξ(11)ζY ) + 2(ξ(7)Y η)(ξ(11)ζX).
Then we take the first identity given in Lemma 3.1 and use properties of the involved
components of ξ. In the resulting identity we replace dθ[[λ2,0]] and 〈(∇
U(n)
ei ξ(1))eiX,Y 〉 by
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the expressions given above. The remaining second required identity and the particular case
n = 5 immediately follow from Theorem 5.2 (i).
For part (iv) and n 6= 5, from properties of the involved components of ξ, Proposition 4.4
and Theorem 5.1, we deduce that in this case
n−5
6 dθ[[λ2,0]](X,Y ) =〈(∇
U(n)
ζ ξ(11))ζX,Y 〉+ (n− 3)〈ξ(1)θ♯X,Y 〉+ 〈ξ(1)ξ(12)ζζX,Y 〉
+ 14ξ(12)ζη ∧ θ(X,Y )−
1
4ϕξ(12)ζη ∧ ϕθ(X,Y ),
(n− 5)〈(∇U(n)ei ξ(1))eiX,Y 〉 =− (n− 2)〈(∇
U(n)
ζ ξ(11))ζX,Y 〉 −
(n−3)(n+1)
2 〈ξ(1)θ♯X,Y 〉
− (n− 2)〈ξ(1)ξ(12)ζζX,Y 〉 −
n−2
4 ξ(12)ζη ∧ θ(X,Y )
+ n−24 ϕξ(12)ζη ∧ ϕθ(X,Y ).
As before, we take the first identity given in Lemma 3.1 and use properties of the involved
components of ξ. Then we replace dθ[[λ2,0]] and 〈(∇
U(n)
ei ξ(1))eiX,Y 〉 by the expressions given
above. The remaining second required identity and the particular case n = 5 immediately
follow from Theorem 5.2 (ii).
For part (v) and n 6= 2, from properties of the involved components of ξ, Proposition 4.4
and Theorem 5.1, we deduce that in this case
n−2
2 dθ[[λ2,0]](X,Y ) =− d
∗F (ζ)〈ξ(11)ζϕX, Y 〉 − 2(ξ(7)Xη)(ξ(11)ζY ) + 2(ξ(7)Y η)(ξ(11)ζX),
〈(∇U(n)ei ξ(2))eiX,Y 〉 =− 〈(∇
U(n)
ζ ξ(11))ζX,Y 〉 −
n
2 〈ξ(2)θ♯X,Y 〉 − 〈ξ(2)ξ(12)ζζX,Y 〉
− 14ξ(12)ζη ∧ θ(X,Y ) +
1
4ϕξ(12)ζη ∧ ϕθ(X,Y ) + d
∗η〈ξ(11)ζX,Y 〉
+ 1n−2d
∗F (ζ)〈ξ(11)ζϕX, Y 〉+
2
n−2 (ξ(7)Xη)(ξ(11)ζY )−
2
n−2 (ξ(7)Y η)(ξ(11)ζX).
As in the previous cases, we take the first identity given in Lemma 3.1 and use properties
of the involved components of ξ. Then, in the resulting identity, we replace dθ[[λ2,0]] and
〈(∇
U(n)
ei ξ(2))eiX,Y 〉 by the expressions given above. The remaining second required identity
and the particular case n = 2 immediately follow from Theorem 5.2 (i).
For part (vi), from properties of the involved components of ξ, Proposition 4.4 and Theorem
5.1, we deduce that in this case n−22 dθ[[λ2,0]](X,Y ) = 0, and
〈(∇U(n)ei ξ(2))eiX,Y 〉 =− 〈(∇
U(n)
ζ ξ(11))ζX,Y 〉 −
n−
2 〈ξ(2)θ♯X,Y 〉 − 〈ξ(2)ξ(12)ζζX,Y 〉
− 14ξ(12)ζη ∧ θ(X,Y ) +
1
4ϕξ(12)ζη ∧ ϕθ(X,Y ).
As before, we take the first identity given in Lemma 3.1 and use properties of the involved
components of ξ. Then we replace dθ[[λ2,0]] and 〈(∇
U(n)
ei ξ(2))eiX,Y 〉 by the expressions given
above. The remaining second required identity and the particular case n = 2 immediately
follow from Theorem 5.2 (ii).
For part (vii) and n 6= 2, from properties of the involved components of ξ, and Theorem
5.1, we deduce 〈(∇
U(n)
ei ξ(1))eiX,Y 〉 = 0 and the first required identity. The remaining second
required identity follows from the second identity given in Lemma 3.1. Thus, due to the
properties of the components of ξ, we firstly obtain
Ric∗(ζ) =(∇U(n)ei ξ(5))eiζ − (∇
U(n)
ei ξ(9))eiζ − ξ(1)eiξ(9)eiζ.
Since, by one hand, one has
(∇U(n)ei ξ(5))eiζ =
1
2n(dd
∗η)♯ − 12ndd
∗η(ζ)ζ,
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and, by the other hand, it is satisfied
(∇U(n)ei ξ(9))eiζ =− (∇
U(n)
ei ξ(5))eiζ − (∇
U(n)
ζ ξ(12))ζζ +
2n−1
2n d
∗ηξζζ − ξ(9)ξζζζ,
by Theorem 5.1. Finally, using Lemma 4.8, we will obtain the second required identity. 
Next we focus attention on some particular cases where the harmonicity of the structure
will require only one condition in all dimensions except for the dimension 5, i.e. n = 2. This
is possible because it is used some of the identities obtained in Section 4. This is one of
the applications of such identities. We write such cases as a corollary because they can be
considered as consequences of previous Theorem and Proposition.
Corollary 5.4. For a 2n+ 1-dimensional almost contact metric manifold (M, 〈·, ·〉, ϕ, ζ), we
have:
(i) If M is of type C1 ⊕ C5 ⊕ C6 ⊕ C7 ⊕ C8 ⊕ C12, then the structure is harmonic if and
only if
Ric∗(ζ) =− (ζydξζη)
♯ + n−1n d
∗ηξζζ − 2ξ(8)ξζζζ + d
∗F (ζ)ϕξζζ.
Note that, for such a type, Ric∗alt(Xζ⊥ , Yζ⊥) = 〈ξ(1)ξζζX,Y 〉 and (∇
U(n)
ei ξ(1))ei = 0.
(ii) If M is of type C1 ⊕ C9 ⊕ C10 ⊕ C12, then the structure is harmonic if and only if
Ric∗(ζ) =(ζydξζη)
♯ − ξ(1)eiξ(10)eiζ + 2ξ(9)ξζζζ.
Note that, for such a type, Ric∗alt(Xζ⊥ , Yζ⊥) = 〈ξ(1)ξζζX,Y 〉 and (∇
U(n)
ei ξ(1))ei = 0.
(iii) If M is of type C3 ⊕ C5 ⊕ C6 ⊕ C7 ⊕ C8 ⊕ C12, then the structure is harmonic if and
only if
Ric∗(ζ) =− (ζydξζη)
♯ − 〈ξ(8)ζ, 〈ξ(3)·ej , ·〉〉ej − 〈ξ(7)ζ, 〈ξ(3)·ej, ·〉〉ej
+ n−1n d
∗ηξζζ − 2ξ(8)ξζζζ + d
∗F (ζ)ϕξζζ.
Note that, for such a type, one has always Ric∗alt(Xζ⊥ , Yζ⊥) = (∇
U(n)
ei ξ(3))eiX,Y 〉 = 0.
(iv) If M is of type C3 ⊕ C9 ⊕ C10 ⊕ C12, then the structure is harmonic if and only if
Ric∗(ζ) =(ζydξζη)
♯ + 2ξ(9)ξζζζ.
Note that, for such a type, one has always Ric∗alt(Xζ⊥ , Yζ⊥) = 〈(∇
U(n)
ei ξ(3))eiX,Y 〉 = 0.
(v) For n 6= 2, if M is of type C4⊕C5⊕C6⊕C7⊕C8⊕C12, then the structure is harmonic
if and only if
Ric∗(ζ) =− (ζydξζη)
♯ − n−14n d
∗ηθ♯ − 2n−12 ξ(8)θ♯ζ −
3(n−1)
4n d
∗F (ζ)ϕθ♯ (5.9)
− 2n−32 ξ(7)θ♯ζ +
n−1
n d
∗ηξζζ − 2ξ(8)ξζζζ + d
∗F (ζ)ϕξζζ.
Note that, for such a type and dimension, Ric∗alt(Xζ⊥ , Yζ⊥) = 〈(∇
U(n)
ei ξ(4))eiX,Y 〉 =
dθ[[λ2,0]](X,Y ) = 0. If n = 2, the structure is harmonic if and only if it is satisfied
(5.9) and dθ[[λ2,0]] = 0.
(vi) For n 6= 2, if M is of type C4 ⊕ C9 ⊕ C10 ⊕ C12, then the structure is harmonic if and
only if
Ric∗(ζ) =(ζydξζη)
♯ + (n− 1)ξ(9)θ♯ζ + (n− 1)ξ(10)θ♯ζ + 2ξ(9)ξζζζ. (5.10)
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Note that for such a type and dimension Ric∗alt(Xζ⊥ , Yζ⊥) = 〈(∇
U(n)
ei ξ(4))eiX,Y 〉 =
dθ[[λ2,0]](X,Y ) = 0. If n = 2, the structure is harmonic if and only if it is satisfied
(5.10) and dθ[[λ2,0]] = 0.
(vii) If M is of type C1 ⊕ C5 ⊕ C6 ⊕ C8 ⊕ C9 ⊕ C12, then the structure is harmonic if and
only if
Ric∗(ζ) =− 2(∇U(n)ei ξ(9))eiζ − (ζydξζη)
♯ + n−1n d
∗ηξζζ − 2ξ(8)ξζζζ (5.11)
+ d∗F (ζ)ϕξ(12)ζζ − 2ξ(9)ξζζζ.
Note that, for such a type, (∇
U(n)
ei ξ(1))ei = 0.
(viii) If M is of type C3 ⊕ C5 ⊕ C6 ⊕ C8 ⊕ C9 ⊕ C12, then the structure is harmonic if and
only if it is satisfied (5.11).
Note that, for such a type, (∇
U(n)
ei ξ(3))ei = 0.
(ix) For n 6= 2, if M is of type C4⊕C5⊕C6⊕C8⊕C9⊕C12, then the structure is harmonic
if and only if
Ric∗(ζ) =− 2(∇U(n)ei ξ(9))eiζ − (ζydξζη)
♯ − n−14n d
∗ηθ♯ − 2n−12 ξ(8)θ♯ζ
− 3(n−1)4n d
∗F (ζ)ϕθ♯ + n−1n d
∗ηξζζ − 2ξ(8)ξζζζ (5.12)
+ d∗F (ζ)ϕξ(12)ζζ − 2ξ(9)ξζζζ.
Note that, for such a type and dimension, 〈(∇
U(n)
ei ξ(4))eiX,Y 〉 = dθ[[λ2,0]](X,Y ) = 0.
If n = 2, the structure is harmonic if and only if it is satisfied (5.12) and dθ[[λ2,0]] = 0.
Proof. For (i), (ii), (iii) and (iv), the first required identity by Theorem 5.1 is reduced to
(∇
U(n)
ei ξ(1))ei = 0 in case of (i) and (ii) or (∇
U(n)
ei ξ(3))ei = 0 in case of (iii) and (iv), which
follows from Proposition 4.4. The respective required condition is just the second condition
of Theorem 5.2 (i), (ii), (iii) and (iv), respectively, applied to these particular cases.
For (v) and (vi), the first required identity by Theorem 5.1 is reduced to dθ[[λ2,0]] = 0, which
follows from Proposition 4.4 when n 6= 2. The respective required condition is just the second
condition of Theorem 5.2 (iii) and (iv), respectively, applied to these cases.
The respective proofs for (vii), (viii) and (ix) are similar as for the previous cases but now
we have to take also ξ(9) into account. The respective required identity it follows from the
second identities in Theorem 5.1 and in Lemma 3.1. 
In the following corollaries some very special particular cases are displayed.
Corollary 5.5. For a 2n+ 1-dimensional almost contact metric manifold (M, 〈·, ·〉, ϕ, ζ), we
have:
(i) If M is of type C1 ⊕ C5 ⊕ C6 ⊕ C7 ⊕ C8 or C3 ⊕ C5 ⊕ C6, the structure is harmonic if
and only if (dd∗η)|ζ⊥ = d(d
∗F (ζ)) ◦ ϕ. In particular, structures of types C6, C1 ⊕ C5,
C1 ⊕ C7 ⊕ C8 or C3 ⊕ C5 are harmonic.
(ii) If M is of type C1⊕C9⊕C10 or C3⊕C9⊕C10, the structure is harmonic if and only if
(∇
U(n)
ei ξ(9))eiζ = 0. In particular, structures of type C1⊕C10 or C3⊕C10 are harmonic.
(iii) For n 6= 2, if M is of type C4, then the structure is harmonic.
(iv) If M is of type C12, the structure is harmonic if and only if the one-form ξζη is closed.
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Proof. For (i), the first identity of Theorem 5.1 is satisfied in this case because Proposition 4.4.
The second required identity in such a Theorem is equivalent to (dd∗η)|ζ⊥−d(d
∗F (ζ))◦ϕ = 0.
This is due to the identities (∇
U(n)
ei ξ(5))eiη =
1
2n(dd
∗η)|ζ⊥ , (∇
U(n)
ei ξ(6))eiη = −
1
2n(d(d
∗F (ζ))◦ϕ,
Proposition 4.6 and Lemma 4.7. The claims saying to be harmonic are deduced from the fact
that (dd∗η)|ζ⊥ = d(d
∗F (ζ)) ◦ ϕ = 0 in such cases.
For (ii), the first identity of Theorem 5.1 is satisfied by Proposition 4.4. The second required
identity is equivalent to (∇
U(n)
ei ξ(9))eiζ = 0. This is deduced from Proposition 4.6.
Parts (iii) and (iv) follow from Proposition 4.4 and Lemma 4.8, respectively. 
Corollary 5.6. For a 2n+ 1-dimensional almost contact metric manifold (M, 〈·, ·〉, ϕ, ζ), we
have:
(i) If the structure is of type C5, C6, C7 ⊕ C8, or C10, then the Reeb vector field ζ is
harmonic unit vector field.
(ii) For a conformally flat manifold (M, 〈·, ·〉) of dimension 2n + 1 with n > 1, if an
almost contact structure compatible with 〈·, ·〉 is of type C1 ⊕ C2 ⊕ C5 ⊕ C6 ⊕ C7 ⊕ C8,
C1 ⊕ C2 ⊕ C9 ⊕ C10, C1 ⊕ C5 ⊕ C9 or C3 ⊕ C5, then it is harmonic.
Proof. Part (i) follows from Corollary 5.6 and Theorem 5.1. Part (ii) is a consequence of the
fact that, for those types, the harmonicity is equivalent to Ric∗alt = 0 and Ric
∗(ζ) = 0. Such
conditions are satisfied due to the Weyl curvature vanishes (see Lemma 3.1). 
5.1. Harmonicity of almost contact metric structures as a map. Now, we focus our
attention on studying harmonicity as a map of almost contact metric structures, σ : M →
SO(M)/(U(n) × 1). Results in that direction were already obtained by Vergara-Díaz and
Wood [17] and in [10] for the type C1⊕· · ·⊕C10. We will complete such results for the general
type C1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ C12. In next Lemma, s
∗ = Ric∗(ei, ei) will denote the ∗-scalar curvature.
If Ric∗(X,Y ) = 12ns
∗(〈X,Y 〉 − η(X)η(Y )), the almost contact metric manifold is said to be
weakly-ac-Einstein. If s∗ is constant, a weakly-ac-Einstein manifold is called ac-Einstein.
In Riemannian geometry, it is satisfied 2d∗Ric+ds = 0, where s is the scalar curvature.
The ∗-analogue in almost contact metric geometry does not hold in general.
Lemma 5.7. For almost contact metric manifolds of type C1 ⊕ . . .⊕ C11 ⊕ C12, we have
d∗(Ric∗)t(X) + 12ds
∗(X) =〈Rei,X , ξϕeiϕ〉 − (n− 1)Ric
∗(X, θ♯) + 2〈Ric∗, ξ♭X〉
− d∗F (ζ)Ric∗(ζ, ϕX)− Ric∗(X, ξζζ),
where (Ric∗)t(X,Y ) = Ric∗(Y,X) and ξ♭X(Y,Z) = 〈ξXY,Z〉. In particular, if the manifold is
weakly-ac-Einstein, then
(n− 1)ds∗ = 2n〈Rei,· , ξϕeiϕ〉 − (n− 1)s
∗θ +
(
n−1
n s
∗d∗η − 2〈Rei,ζ , ξϕeiϕ〉
)
η.
Proof. Note that (Ric∗)t(X,Y ) = 12〈Rei,ϕeiY, ϕX〉. Then, we get
d∗(Ric∗)t(X) =−
∑2n
j=1(∇ej (Ric
∗)t)(ej ,X)− (∇ζ(Ric
∗)t)(ζ,X)
=
∑2n
j=1(−
1
2ej〈Rei,ϕeiX,ϕej〉+
1
2 〈Rei,ϕei∇ejX,ϕej〉+
1
2〈Rei,ϕeiX,ϕ∇ejej〉)
+ 12〈Rei,ϕeiX,ϕ∇ζζ〉
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=
∑2n
j=1(−
1
2 〈(∇ejR)ei,ϕeiX,ϕej〉 − 〈R∇ej ei,ϕeiX,ϕej〉 −
1
2〈Rei,ϕeiX, (∇ejϕ)ej〉)
− Ric∗(X, ξζζ).
Since
∑2n
j=1(∇ejϕ)(ej) = 2ϕξ(4)ejej+d
∗F (ζ)ζ = (n−1)ϕθ♯+d∗F (ζ)ζ, by symmetry properties
of R, it follows
d∗(Ric∗)t(X) =− 12 〈(∇ejR)X,ϕejei, ϕei〉+ 〈RX,ejei,∇ϕejϕei)〉 −
n−1
2 〈Rei,ϕeiX,ϕθ
♯〉
− 12d
∗F (ζ)〈Rei,ϕeiX, ζ〉 − Ric
∗(X, ξζζ).
Using second Bianchi’s identity and taking into account
〈RX,ejei,∇ϕejϕei)〉 = 〈RX,ejei,∇
U(n)
ϕej ϕei)〉 − 〈RX,ejei, ξϕejϕei)〉,
we get
d∗(Ric∗)t(X) =− 14〈(∇XR)ej ,ϕejei, ϕei〉 − 〈RX,ej , ξϕejϕ〉 − (n− 1)Ric
∗(X, θ♯)
− d∗F (ζ)Ric∗(ζ, ϕX) − Ric∗(X, ξζζ).
Note that 〈RX,ejei,∇
U(n)
ϕej ϕei)〉 = 〈RX,ejei, ek〉〈∇
U(n)
ϕej ϕei, ek〉 = 0, because it is a scalar
product of a skew-symmetric matrix by a symmetric matrix. Finally, it is obtained
2d∗(Ric∗)t(X) = −12〈(∇XR)ej ,ϕejei, ϕei〉 − 2〈RX,ej , ξϕejϕ〉 (5.13)
−2(n− 1)Ric∗(X, θ♯)− 2d∗F (ζ)Ric∗(ζ, ϕX) − 2Ric∗(X, ξζζ).
Furthermore, ones obtains ds∗(X) = 12X〈Rei,ϕeiej , ϕej〉. Hence
ds∗(X) = 12 〈(∇XR)ei,ϕeiej , ϕej〉+ 2〈Rei,ϕeiej ,∇Xϕej〉.
But we also have that
〈Rei,ϕeiej ,∇Xϕej〉 = 〈Rei,ϕeiej , ek〉〈∇
U(n)
X ϕej , ek〉 − 〈Rei,ϕeiej , ek〉〈ξXϕej , ek〉
=
∑2n
j=1(〈Rei,ϕeiej , ϕξXej〉+ η(ξXϕej)〈Rei,ϕeiζ, ej〉)
=
∑2n
j=1(2Ric
∗(ej , ξXej)− 2η(ξXϕej)Ric
∗(ζ, ϕej))
= 2
∑2n
j=1Ric
∗(ej , ξXej) + 2Ric
∗(ζ, ξXζ)
= 2〈Ric∗, ξX〉.
Thus,
ds∗(X) = 12〈(∇XR)ei,ϕeiej, ϕej〉+ 4〈Ric
∗, ξ♭X〉. (5.14)
From (5.13) and (5.14), the required identity is obtained.
The claim relative to the case of weakly ac-Einstein follows by a straightforward way. Note
that 2n (d∗Ric∗)t = 2n d∗Ric∗ = −ds∗ − s∗ξζη + (ds
∗(ζ)− s∗d∗η)η in such a case. 
Remark 5.8. It is interesting to compare Lemma 5.7 with the analogous result for almost
Hermitian geometry given in [8]. Thus, for an almost Hermitian manifold (M,J, 〈·, ·〉) of
dimension 2n, one has
d∗(Ric∗)t(X) + 12ds
∗(X) = 〈Rei,X , ξJeiJ〉 − (n− 1)Ric
∗(X, θ♯) + 2〈Ric∗, ξ♭X〉,
for all X ∈ X(M). In particular, if the manifold is weakly ∗Einstein, then
(n− 1)ds∗ = 2n〈Rei,· , ξJeiJ〉 − (n − 1)θ.
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Next we focus our attention on conditions relative to harmonicity as a map of almost
contact metric structures.
Theorem 5.9. For an 2n+1-dimensional almost contact metric manifold (M, 〈·, ·〉, ϕ, ζ), we
have:
(i) If M is of type C1 ⊕ C2 ⊕ C4 ⊕ C5 ⊕ C6 ⊕ C7 ⊕ C8 ⊕ C11 ⊕ C12, then the structure is a
harmonic map if and only if it is a harmonic structure and, for all X ∈ X(M),
d∗(Ric∗)t(X) + 12ds
∗(X) =Ric(X, θ♯)− nRic∗(X, θ♯) + 2〈Ric∗, ξ♭X〉
− d∗F (ζ)Ric∗(ζ, ϕX) − Ric∗(X, ξζζ)− 〈Rζ,Xζ, θ
♯〉
+ 3
∑2n
i=1〈Rei,Xζ, ξeiζ〉+ 〈Rζ,X , ξζ〉.
(ii) If M is of type C1 ⊕ C2 ⊕ C4 ⊕ C9 ⊕ C10 ⊕ C11 ⊕ C12, then the structure is a harmonic
map if and only if it is a harmonic structure and, for all X ∈ X(M),
d∗(Ric∗)t(X) + 12ds
∗(X) =Ric(X, θ♯)− nRic∗(X, θ♯) + 2〈Ric∗, ξ♭X〉 − Ric
∗(X, ξζζ)
− 〈Rζ,Xζ, θ
♯〉+
∑2n
i=1〈Rei,Xζ, ξeiζ〉+ 〈Rζ,X , ξζ〉.
(iii) If M is of type C1 ⊕ C2 ⊕ C5 ⊕ C6 ⊕ C7 ⊕ C8, then the structure is a harmonic map
if and only if Ric∗ is symmetric and (d∗Ric∗+12ds
∗)(X) = 3〈Rei,Xζ, ξeiζ〉, for all
X ∈ X(M). Furthermore, one has the particular cases:
(a) If the manifold is nearly-K-cosymplectic (C1), then structure is a harmonic map.
(b) If the manifold is weakly-ac-Einstein, the structure is a harmonic map if and only
if it is satisfied (n− 1)ds∗ = 4n〈Rei,· ζ, ξeiζ〉+
(
n−1
n s
∗d∗η + 6〈Rei,ζ ζ, ξeiζ〉
)
η.
(iv) If M is of type C1 ⊕ C2 ⊕ C9 ⊕ C10, then the structure is a harmonic map if and only
if it is a harmonic structure and, for all X ∈ X(M),
d∗(Ric∗)t(X) + 12ds
∗(X) =2〈Ric∗(ζ), ξXζ〉+ 〈Rei,Xζ, ξeiζ〉.
In particular, if the manifold is weakly-ac-Einstein, then the structure is a harmonic
map if and only if it is a harmonic structure and satisfied (n−1)ds∗ = 2n〈Rei,· ζ, ξeiζ〉−
2〈Rei,ζ ζ, ξeiζ〉 η.
(v) If M is of type C3⊕C4⊕C5⊕C6⊕C7⊕C8⊕C11⊕C12, then the structure is a harmonic
map if and only if it is a harmonic structure and, for all X ∈ X(M), satisfied
d∗(Ric∗)t(X) + 12ds
∗(X) =− (n− 1)Ric∗(X, θ♯) + 2〈Ric∗, ξX〉 − d
∗F (ζ)Ric∗(ζ, ϕX)
− Ric∗(X, ξζζ)−
∑2n
i=1〈Rei,Xζ, ξeiζ〉 − 〈Rζ,X , ξζ〉.
(vi) If M is of type C3 ⊕ C4 ⊕ C5 ⊕ C6 ⊕ C7 ⊕ C8, then the structure is a harmonic map if
and only it is a harmonic structure and, for all X ∈ X(M), it is satisfied
d∗(Ric∗)t(X) + 12ds
∗(X) =− (n− 1)Ric∗(X, θ♯) + 2〈Ric∗, ξX〉
− d∗F (ζ)Ric∗(ζ, ϕX) − 〈Rei,Xζ, ξeiζ〉.
In particular, if the manifold is weakly-ac-Einstein, then the structure is a harmonic
map if and only if the structure is harmonic and it is satisfied
(n− 1)ds∗ = −(n− 1)θ − 2n〈Rei,· ζ, ξeiζ〉+
(
n−1
n s
∗d∗η + 2〈Rei,ζζ, ξeiζ〉
)
η.
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(vii) If M is of type C3 ⊕ C4 ⊕ C9 ⊕ C10 ⊕ C11 ⊕ C12, then the structure is a harmonic map
if and only if the structure is harmonic and, for all X ∈ X(M),
d∗(Ric∗)t(X) + 12ds
∗(X) =− (n − 1)Ric∗(X, θ♯) + 2〈Ric∗, ξX〉 − Ric
∗(X, ξζζ)
− 3
∑2n
i=1〈Rei,Xζ, ξeiζ〉 − 〈Rζ,X , ξζ〉.
(viii) If M is of type C3 ⊕ C4 ⊕ C9 ⊕ C10, then the structure is a harmonic map if and only
if it is a harmonic structure and, for all X ∈ X(M),
d∗(Ric∗)t(X) + 12ds
∗(X) = −(n− 1)Ric∗(X, θ♯) + 2〈Ric∗, ξX〉 − 3〈Rei,Xζ, ξeiζ〉.
In particular:
(a)∗ If Ric∗ is symmetric, then the structure is a harmonic map if and only if ξθ♯ = 0
and d∗Ric∗+12ds
∗ = −(n− 1)θ♯yRic∗−3〈Rei,· ζ, ξeiζ〉. Furthermore, if the man-
ifold is weakly-ac-Einstein, then the structure is a harmonic map if and only if
ξθ♯ = 0 and (n− 1)ds
∗ = −(n− 1)s∗θ − 6n〈Rei, · ζ, ξeiζ〉+ 6〈Rei, ζ ζ, ξeiζ〉η.
(b)∗ If the structure is of type C3⊕C9⊕C10, then the structure is a harmonic map if and
only if Ric∗ is symmetric and d∗Ric∗+12ds
∗ = −3〈Rei,Xζ, ξeiζ〉. Furthermore, if
the manifold is also weakly-ac-Einstein, then the structure is a harmonic map if
and only if (n− 1)ds∗ = −6n〈Rei, · ζ, ξeiζ〉+ 3〈Rei, ζ ζ, ξeiζ〉η.
Proof. For (i), if the structure of type C1 ⊕ C2 ⊕ C4 ⊕ C5 ⊕ C6 ⊕ C7 ⊕ C8 ⊕ C11 ⊕ C12, then by
properties of the components of ξ the identity in Lemma 5.7 can be expressed as
d∗(Ric∗)t(X) + 12ds
∗(X) =−
∑2n+1
i=1 〈Rei,X , ξei〉+Ric(X, θ
♯)− nRic∗(X, θ♯)
+ 3
∑2n
i=1〈Rei,Xζ, ξeiζ〉+ 〈Rζ,X , ξζ〉 − 〈Rζ,Xζ, θ
♯〉+ 2〈Ric∗, ξ♭X〉
− d∗F (ζ)Ric∗(ζ, ϕX) − Ric∗(X, ξζζ),
for all X ∈ X(M). From this identity and taking Proposition 2.2 into account, part (i) follows.
For (ii), in this case, if the structure of type C1⊕C2⊕C4⊕C9⊕C10⊕C11⊕C12, the identity
in Lemma 5.7 can be expressed as
d∗(Ric∗)t(X) + 12ds
∗(X) =−
∑2n+1
i=1 〈Rei,X , ξei〉+Ric(X, θ
♯)− nRic∗(X, θ♯)
− Ric∗(X, ξζζ) +
∑2n
i=1〈Rei,Xζ, ξeiζ〉
+ 〈Rζ,X , ξζ〉 − 〈Rζ,Xζ, θ
♯〉+ 2〈Ric∗, ξ♭X〉,
for all X ∈ X(M). From this identity, using Proposition 2.2, part (ii) follows.
For (iii), it follows as particular case of (i) noting that some summands vanish. The
particular case of structure of type C1 is derived from Corollary 5.5 (i) and Proposition 2.3.
The another mentioned particular case, of weakly ac-Einstein, follows from the fact that Ric∗
is symmetric in such a case and by using the second identity given in Lemma 5.7.
For (iv), we firstly note that if we have a harmonic structure of type C1⊕C2⊕C9⊕C10, then
Ric∗alt(Xζ⊥ , Yζ⊥) = 0. This implies 〈Ric
∗, ξX〉 = 〈Ric
∗(ζ), ξXζ〉. Then applying the identity
in (ii) to this particular case, it is deduced the required equality in (iv). The situation for
weakly ac-Einstein manifolds is deduced by using the second identity given in Lemma 5.7.
The remaining parts (v), (vi),(vii) and (viii) are particular cases of the first four ones. They
follow by using similar arguments as the previous ones. 
Remark 5.10. See the analogous result in [8, Theorem 4.11, page 455].
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5.2. Harmonicity of the Reeb vector field as unit vector field. Now we analyze con-
ditions for the harmonicity of the Reeb vector field as unit vector field in case of harmonic
structure. From Theorem 5.1 and (2.4), the condition ∇∗∇ζ = −ξeiξeiζ is equivalent to the
condition (∇
U(n)
ei ξ)eiζ+ ξξeieiζ = 0 which is the second condition to characterize the harmon-
icity of the structure. Thus, if the almost contact metric structure is of type C5 ⊕ · · · ⊕ C12,
then the structure is harmonic if and only if the Reeb vector field is harmonic unit vector field.
In general, this equivalence is not true. However, in some cases, harmonicity of the structure
implies harmonicity of the Reeb vector field. Results in this regard are the following ones.
Proposition 5.11. If we have a manifold with harmonic almost contact metric structure of
type C1⊕C2⊕C5⊕C6⊕C7⊕C8⊕Cx or C3⊕C4⊕C9⊕C10⊕Cx or C1⊕C5⊕C6⊕C7⊕C8⊕C9⊕Cx
or C1 ⊕ C2 ⊕ C3 ⊕ C4 ⊕ Cx or C3 ⊕ C5 ⊕ C6 ⊕ Cx, where x = 11 or 12, then the Reeb vector
field ζ is harmonic as unit vector field.
Proof. It is an immediate consequence of Theorem 5.1. and Lemma 3.2. 
Example 5.12 (The hyperbolic space). The following example has been already con-
sidered in [3,10,12]. Let H = {(x1, . . . , x2n+1) ∈ R
2n+1 | x1 > 0} be the (2n+1)-dimensional
hyperbolic space with the Riemannian metric
〈·, ·〉 = 1
c2x21
(dx1 ⊗ dx1 + . . .+ dx2n+1 ⊗ dx2n+1) .
With respect to this metric, {E1, . . . , E2n+1} is an orthonormal frame field, where Ei = cx1
∂
∂xi
,
i = 1, . . . , 2n + 1. For the Lie brackets, one has [E1, Ej ] = cEj , j = 2, . . . , 2n + 1. The
remaining Lie brackets relative to this frame are zero. The corresponding metrically equivalent
coframe is {e1, . . . , e2n+1}, where ei =
1
cx1
dxi. Note that dei = −ce1 ∧ ei, i = 1, . . . , 2n + 1.
The almost contact metric structure (ϕ =
∑2n+1
i,j=1 ϕ
i
jej ⊗ Ei, ζ, η, 〈·, ·〉) is considered in [3].
The functions ϕij are constant, n ≥ 2 and ζ =
∑2n+1
i=1 x1ki
∂
∂xi
=
∑2n+1
i=1
ki
c Ei, being ki =
constant and k21 + . . . + k
2
2n+1 = c
2. The one-form η and the fundamental form F are
given by η =
∑2n+1
i=1
ki
c ei, F =
∑2n+1
i,j=1 ϕ
i
jei ∧ ej . Their exterior derivatives are expressed as
dη = −ce1∧η, dF = −2ce1∧F. Hence dη = ξζη∧η ∈ [[λ
1,0]] ∼= C12, where ξζη = k1η−ce1, and
dF = 2(k1η− ce1)∧F − 2k1η ∧F ∈ [[λ
1,0]]∧F +Rη ∧F ∼= C4 ⊕ C5. Since dF[[λ1,0]]∧F = θ ∧F
and dFRη∧F = −
d∗η
n η ∧ F , one has 〈·ydF, F 〉 = 2(n − 1)θ − 2d
∗η η. Taking this into account
we obtain
(n− 1)θ = 2(n − 1)ξζη, d
∗η = 2nk1.
Now, by using the Lie brackets described above, one can check that Nϕ(Ei, Ej) = 0. From
all of this, for n > 1, the structure is of type C4⊕C5⊕C12 and, for n = 1, it is of type C5⊕C12.
Note that (n−1)dθ = (n−1)k1θ∧η, dξζη = k1ξζη∧η and d(d
∗η) = 0. From dξζη = k1ξζη∧η,
using Lemma 4.8, we deduce (∇
U(n)
ζ ξ)ζζ = 0.
Particular cases are:
(i) k1 = 0 and n > 1. The structure is of strict type C4 ⊕ C12. The one-forms θ and ξζη are
closed. In fact, ξζη = −d(lnx1). If we do the conformal change of metric x
2
1〈·, ·〉, we obtain
the flat cosymplectic structure on H as an open set of R2n+1 with the Euclidean metric.
(ii) k1 6= 0, k1 6= c and n = 1. The structure is of strict type C5 ⊕ C12.
(iii) k1 = 0 and n = 1. The structure is of strict type C12 and ξζη is closed.
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(iv) k1 = c. The structure is of strict type C5 with d
∗η = 2nc.
Considering again the general case, since H has constant sectional curvarture, one has that
it is ac-Einstein with s∗ = −2nc2. Therefore, Ric∗alt = 0 and Ric
∗(ζ) = 0 (note also that
dθ[[λ2,0]] = 0). For having a harmonic structure, by Corollary 5.4 (v), we need the condition
0 = n k1 ξζη. Therefore, we have:
- The structure of type C4 ⊕ C5 ⊕ C12, for k1 6= 0, k1 6= c and n > 1, is not harmonic.
Applying in this case the identity (2.4), we obtain ∇∗∇ζ = −(2n− 1)k1 ξζζ + ((2n−
1)k21 + c
2)ζ. Hence the Reeb vector field ζ is not harmonic unit vector field.
- The structure of type C4⊕C12, for k1 = 0 and n > 1, is harmonic. However, when one
tries to check the condition in Theorem 5.9 (v), one obtains c2ξζη 6= 2nc
2ξζη. Hence
the structure is not harmonic map. The Reeb vector field ζ is harmonic unit vector
field. In fact, ∇∗∇ζ = −ξζξζζ = ‖ξζζ‖
2ζ = c2ζ, in according with Proposition 5.11.
- The structure of type C5 ⊕ C12, for n = 1, k1 6= 0 and k1 6= c, is not harmonic. Since
∇∗∇ζ = −k1 ξζζ+(k
2
1+c
2)ζ, the Reeb vector field ζ is not harmonic unit vector field.
- The structure of type C12, for k1 = 0 and n = 1, is harmonic. This was expected
because the one-form ξζη is closed. Since
∑3
i=1〈Rei,·, ξei〉 = 〈Rζ,·, ξζ〉 = −2c
2ξζη 6= 0,
the structure is not harmonic map. The Reeb vector field ζ is a harmonic unit vector
field, i.e. ∇∗∇ξ = −ξζξζζ = ‖ξζζ‖
2ζ = c2ζ. This is agree with Proposition 5.11.
- The structure of type C5, for k1 = c, is harmonic. This was expected. For the
condition in Theorem 5.9 (iii) (b), we have (n− 1)ds∗ = 0 and the right side is equal
to 4n(n+4)c3 η 6= 0. Hence the structure is not harmonic map. Of course, we already
know ζ must be harmonic unit vector field. In fact, ∇∗∇ζ = −ξeiξeiζ = 2nc
2 ζ.
6. Non-existence of certain types of almost contact metric structures
In this section we point out another application of the identities given in Section 4 as tools
to prove the non-existence in a proper way of certain types of almost contact metric structures.
Results in this direction have been derived in [12]. Here we do a further and more complete
analysis.
Theorem 6.1. For a connected almost contact metric manifold of dimension 2n + 1 with
n > 2, we have:
(i) If the structure is of type C1⊕C2⊕C3⊕C5⊕C6⊕C7⊕C9⊕C10⊕C12 with (ξ(5), ξ(6)) 6=
(0, 0), then it is of type C1 ⊕ C2 ⊕ C3 ⊕ C5 ⊕ C7 ⊕ C9 ⊕ C10 ⊕ C12 or C1 ⊕ C2 ⊕ C3 ⊕
C6 ⊕ C7 ⊕ C9 ⊕ C10 ⊕ C12.
(ii) If the structure is of type C1⊕C2⊕C3⊕C5⊕C6⊕C8⊕C9⊕C10⊕C12 with (ξ(5), ξ(6)) 6=
(0, 0), then it is of type C1 ⊕ C2 ⊕ C3 ⊕ C5 ⊕ C8 ⊕ C9 ⊕ C10 ⊕ C12 or C1 ⊕ C2 ⊕ C3 ⊕
C6 ⊕ C8 ⊕ C9 ⊕ C10 ⊕ C12.
(iii) If the structure is of type C1⊕C2⊕C3⊕C5⊕C6⊕C7⊕C9⊕C11⊕C12 with (ξ(5), ξ(6)) 6=
(0, 0), then it is of type C1 ⊕ C2 ⊕ C3 ⊕ C5 ⊕ C7 ⊕ C9 ⊕ C11 ⊕ C12 or C1 ⊕ C2 ⊕ C3 ⊕
C6 ⊕ C7 ⊕ C9 ⊕ C11 ⊕ C12.
(iv) If the structure is of type C1⊕C2⊕C3⊕C5⊕C6⊕C8⊕C9⊕C11⊕C12 with (ξ(5), ξ(6)) 6=
(0, 0), then it is of type C1 ⊕ C2 ⊕ C3 ⊕ C5 ⊕ C8 ⊕ C9 ⊕ C11 ⊕ C12 or C1 ⊕ C2 ⊕ C3 ⊕
C6 ⊕ C8 ⊕ C9 ⊕ C11 ⊕ C12.
(v) If the structure is of type C1 ⊕ C5 ⊕ C7 ⊕ C9 ⊕ C10 ⊕ C12 with (ξ(5), ξ(7)) 6= (0, 0), then
it is of type C1 ⊕ C5 ⊕ C9 ⊕ C10 ⊕ C12 or C1 ⊕ C7 ⊕ C9 ⊕ C10 ⊕ C12.
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(vi) If the structure is of type C2 ⊕ C5 ⊕ C7 ⊕ C9 ⊕ C10 ⊕ C12 with (ξ(5), ξ(7)) 6= (0, 0), then
it is of type C2 ⊕ C5 ⊕ C9 ⊕ C10 ⊕ C12 or C2 ⊕ C7 ⊕ C9 ⊕ C10 ⊕ C12.
(vii) If the structure is of type C1 ⊕ C5 ⊕ C7 ⊕ C9 ⊕ C11 ⊕ C12 with (ξ(5), ξ(7)) 6= (0, 0), then
it is of type C1 ⊕ C5 ⊕ C9 ⊕ C11 ⊕ C12 or C1 ⊕ C7 ⊕ C9 ⊕ C11 ⊕ C12.
(viii) If the structure is of type C2 ⊕ C5 ⊕ C7 ⊕ C9 ⊕ C11 ⊕ C12 with (ξ(5), ξ(7)) 6= (0, 0), then
it is of type C2 ⊕ C5 ⊕ C9 ⊕ C11 ⊕ C12 or C2 ⊕ C7 ⊕ C9 ⊕ C11 ⊕ C12.
(ix) If the structure is of type C1 ⊕ C6 ⊕ C8 ⊕ C9 ⊕ C10 ⊕ C12 with (ξ(6), ξ(8)) 6= (0, 0), then
it is of type C1 ⊕ C6 ⊕ C9 ⊕ C10 ⊕ C12 or C1 ⊕ C8 ⊕ C9 ⊕ C10 ⊕ C12.
(x) If the structure is of type C2 ⊕ C6 ⊕ C8 ⊕ C9 ⊕ C10 ⊕ C12 with (ξ(6), ξ(8)) 6= (0, 0), then
it is of type C2 ⊕ C6 ⊕ C9 ⊕ C12 or C2 ⊕ C8 ⊕ C9 ⊕ C10 ⊕ C12.
(xi) If the structure is of type C1 ⊕ C6 ⊕ C8 ⊕ C9 ⊕ C11 ⊕ C12 with (ξ(6), ξ(8)) 6= (0, 0), then
it is of type C1 ⊕ C6 ⊕ C9 ⊕ C11 ⊕ C12 or C1 ⊕ C8 ⊕ C9 ⊕ C11 ⊕ C12.
(xii) If the structure is of type C2 ⊕ C6 ⊕ C8 ⊕ C9 ⊕ C11 ⊕ C12 with (ξ(6), ξ(8)) 6= (0, 0), then
it is of type C2 ⊕ C6 ⊕ C9 ⊕ C12 or C2 ⊕ C8 ⊕ C9 ⊕ C11 ⊕ C12.
(xiii) If the structure is of type C2⊕ C5⊕ C6 ⊕ C8⊕ C9⊕ C11 ⊕ C12 with (ξ(6), ξ(11)) 6= (0, 0),
then it is of type C2 ⊕ C6 ⊕ C9 ⊕ C12 or C2 ⊕ C5 ⊕ C8 ⊕ C9 ⊕ C11 ⊕ C12.
(xiv) If the structure is of type C2⊕C6⊕C9⊕C10⊕C11⊕C12 with (ξ(6), ξ(11)) 6= (0, 0), then
it is of type C2 ⊕ C6 ⊕ C9 ⊕ C12 or C2 ⊕ C9 ⊕ C10 ⊕ C11 ⊕ C12.
(xv) If the structure is of type C2⊕C5⊕C9⊕C10⊕C11⊕C12 with (ξ(5), ξ(10)) 6= (0, 0), then
it is of type C2 ⊕ C5 ⊕ C9 ⊕ C11 ⊕ C12 or C2 ⊕ C9 ⊕ C10 ⊕ C11 ⊕ C12.
(xvi) If the structure is of type C2 ⊕ C5 ⊕ C7 ⊕ C10 ⊕ C12 with (ξ(5), ξ(10)) 6= (0, 0), then it is
of type C2 ⊕ C5 ⊕ C12 or C2 ⊕ C7 ⊕ C10 ⊕ C12.
(xvii) If the structure is of type C2 ⊕ C6 ⊕ C9 ⊕ C10 ⊕ C12 with (ξ(6), ξ(10)) 6= (0, 0), then it is
of type C2 ⊕ C6 ⊕ C9 ⊕ C12 or C2 ⊕ C9 ⊕ C10 ⊕ C12.
(xviii) If the structure is of type C1 ⊕ C2 ⊕ C3 ⊕ C5 ⊕ C6 ⊕ C12 with (ξ(5), ξ(12)) 6= (0, 0) and
dd∗η is proportional to η, then it is of type C1⊕C2⊕C3⊕C5 or C1⊕C2⊕C3⊕C6⊕C12.
(xix) If the structure is of type C1 ⊕ C2 ⊕ C5 ⊕ C6 ⊕ C7 ⊕ C12 with (ξ(5), ξ(12)) 6= (0, 0) and
dd∗η is proportional to η, then it is of type C1⊕C2⊕C5⊕C7 or C1⊕C2⊕C6⊕C7⊕C12.
(xx) If the structure is of type C1⊕C2⊕C3⊕C4⊕C5⊕C6⊕C8⊕C9⊕C11 with (ξ(4), ξ(6)) 6= (0, 0)
and d(d∗F (ζ)) is proportional to η, then it is of type C1⊕C2⊕C3⊕C4⊕C5⊕C8⊕C9⊕C11
or C1 ⊕ C2 ⊕ C3 ⊕ C6 ⊕ C7 ⊕ C9 ⊕ C11.
(xxi) If the structure is of type C1⊕C2⊕C3⊕C5⊕C6⊕C8⊕C9⊕C11⊕C12 with (ξ(6), ξ(12)) 6=
(0, 0) and d(d∗F (ζ)) is proportional to η, then it is of type C2 ⊕ C6 ⊕ C9 or C1 ⊕ C2 ⊕
C3 ⊕ C5 ⊕ C8 ⊕ C9 ⊕ C11 ⊕ C12.
(xxii) If the structure is of type C1⊕C2⊕C3⊕C5⊕C6⊕C8⊕C9⊕C11⊕C12 with (ξ(5), ξ(6)) 6= (0, 0)
and 〈dξζη, F 〉 = 0, then it is of type C2 ⊕ C6 ⊕ C9 ⊕ C12 or C1 ⊕ C2 ⊕ C3 ⊕ C5 ⊕ C8 ⊕
C9 ⊕ C11 ⊕ C12.
Proof. For (i), (ii), (iii) and (iv), making use of Proposition 4.2, we obtain d∗ηd∗F (ζ) = 0.
Since (d∗η, d∗F (ζ)) 6= (0, 0), it follows that set A of those points such that d∗F (ζ) = 0
coincides with set of points such that d∗η 6= 0. Hence A is open. Likewise the set B consisting
of points such that d∗η = 0 coincides with the set of points such that d∗F (ζ) 6= 0. Thus B is
open. Since the manifold is connected, A or B must be empty. Therefore, d∗F (ζ) = 0 on the
whole manifold, or d∗η = 0 on the whole manifold.
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For (v), (vi), (vii) and (viii), also making use of Proposition 4.2, we obtain d∗η(ξ(7)Xη)(Y ) =
0. Since (d∗η, ξ(7)) 6= (0, 0), the proof is derived by a similar argument as before.
For (ix), (x), (xi) and (xii), again making use of Proposition 4.2, d∗F (ζ)(ξ(8)Xη)(Y ) = 0
is obtained. Since (d∗F (ζ), ξ(8)) 6= (0, 0), the proof is similar as before. Additionally, part
(xvii) is used for (x) and part (xiv) is used for (xii).
For (xiii) and (xix), now we make use of Proposition 4.4 and obtain d∗F (ζ)〈ξ(11)ζX,Y 〉 = 0.
Since (d∗F (ζ), ξ(11)) 6= (0, 0), the proof is similar as before. Additionally, parts (ii) and (x)
are used for (xiii) and part (xvii) is used for (xiv).
For (xv) and (xvi), by Proposition 4.4, we obtain d∗F (ζ)〈ξ(11)ζX,Y 〉 = 0. Since (d
∗F (ζ), ξ(11)) 6=
(0, 0), the proof is similar as before. Additionally, part (vi) is used for (xvi).
For (xvii), we also make use of Proposition 4.4 and obtain d∗F (ζ)(ξ(10)Xη)(Y ) = 0. Since
(d∗F (ζ), ξ(10)) 6= (0, 0), the proof is similar as in previous cases.
For (xviii) and (xix), we make use of Proposition 4.6 and obtain d∗η(ξ(12)ζη)(X) = 0.
Since (d∗η, ξ(12)) 6= (0, 0), the proof is similar as in previous cases together with the use of (i).
For (xxi), we make use of Lemma 4.7 and obtain d∗F (ζ)θ(X) = 0. Since (d∗F (ζ), θ) 6=
(0, 0), the proof is similar as in previous cases together with the use of (i).
For (xxi), we make use of Lemma 4.7 and obtain d∗F (ζ)(ξ(12)ζη)(X) = 0. The proof is
similar as in previous cases using (d∗F (ζ), ξ(12)) 6= (0, 0), (i) and (xxii).
For (xxii), this case is essentially a further conclusion that the one obtained in part (iv)
and it was already proved in detail in [12]. 
Remark 6.2. For connected almost contact metric manifolds of dimensión 2n+1, n > 2, by
Theorem 6.1, we have:
- By part (i), the non-existence of structures of types C1 ⊕ C2 ⊕ C3 ⊕ C5 ⊕ C6 ⊕ C7 ⊕
C9 ⊕ C10 ⊕ C12 with ξ(5) 6= 0 and ξ(6) 6= 0 implies that 2
7 types do not exist.
- By part (ii), the non-existence of structures of types C1 ⊕ C2 ⊕ C3 ⊕ C5 ⊕ C6 ⊕ C8 ⊕
C9 ⊕ C10 ⊕ C12 with ξ(5) 6= 0 and ξ(6) 6= 0 implies that another 2
7 − 26 = 26 types do
not exist.
- Part (iii) implies that another 27 − 26 = 26 types do not exist.
- Part (iv) implies that another 25 types do not exist.
- Part (v) implies that another 24 types do not exist.
- Part (vi) implies that another 23 types do not exist.
- Part (vii) implies that another 23 types do not exist.
- Part (viii) implies that another 22 types do not exist.
- Part (ix) implies that another 24 types do not exist.
- Part (x) implies that another 23 + 23 types do not exist.
- Part (xi) implies that another 23 types do not exist.
- Part (xii) implies that another 23 + 23 types do not exist.
- The non-existence of types due to part (xiii) has already considered in the previous
cases.
- Part (xiv) implies that another 23 types do not exist. They are the ones such that
ξ(6) 6= 0, ξ(10) 6= 0 and ξ(11) 6= 0.
- Part (xv) implies that another 24 types do not exist.
- Part (xvi) implies that another 22 types do not exist.
- Part (xvii) implies the non-existence of types already considered in part (x).
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- Part (xxii) in case ξ(12) = 0 implies the non-existence of another 2
2 types.
All together implies the non-existence of 412 types on a connected almost contact metric
manifold of dimension 2n+1 with n > 2. Therefore, the possible types for higher dimensions
are 4096 − 412 = 3684, where the number 4096 = 212 arises at the beginning by considering
the possible types from algebraic point of view. Later, due to geometry, some of these types
can not exist on a connected manifold.
Theorem 6.3. For a connected almost contact metric manifold of dimension 5, we have:
(i) If the structure is of type C2 ⊕ C5 ⊕ C6 ⊕ C7 ⊕ C9 ⊕ C10 ⊕ C12 with (ξ(5), ξ(6)) 6= (0, 0),
then it is of type C2 ⊕ C5 ⊕ C9 ⊕ C10 ⊕ C12 or C2 ⊕ C6 ⊕ C7 ⊕ C9 ⊕ C10 ⊕ C12.
(ii) If the structure is of type C2 ⊕ C5 ⊕ C6 ⊕ C8 ⊕ C9 ⊕ C10 ⊕ C12 with (ξ(5), ξ(6)) 6= (0, 0),
then it is of type C2 ⊕ C5 ⊕ C8 ⊕ C9 ⊕ C10 ⊕ C12 or C2 ⊕ C6 ⊕ C9 ⊕ C10 ⊕ C12.
(iii) If the structure is of type C2 ⊕ C5 ⊕ C6 ⊕ C7 ⊕ C9 ⊕ C11 ⊕ C12 with (ξ(5), ξ(6)) 6= (0, 0),
then it is of type C2 ⊕ C5 ⊕ C9 ⊕ C11 ⊕ C12 or C2 ⊕ C6 ⊕ C7 ⊕ C9 ⊕ C11 ⊕ C12.
(iv) If the structure is of type C2 ⊕ C5 ⊕ C6 ⊕ C8 ⊕ C9 ⊕ C11 ⊕ C12 with (ξ(5), ξ(6)) 6= (0, 0),
then it is of type C2 ⊕ C5 ⊕ C8 ⊕ C9 ⊕ C11 ⊕ C12 or C2 ⊕ C6 ⊕ C9 ⊕ C12.
(v) If the structure is of type C2⊕C6⊕C9⊕C10⊕C11⊕C12 with (ξ(6), ξ(11)) 6= (0, 0), then
it is of type C2 ⊕ C6 ⊕ C9 ⊕ C10 ⊕ C12 or C2 ⊕ C9 ⊕ C10 ⊕ C11 ⊕ C12.
(vi) If the structure is of type C2 ⊕ C5 ⊕ C6 ⊕ C7 ⊕ C12 with (ξ(5), ξ(12)) 6= (0, 0) and dd
∗η
is proportional to η, then it is of type C2 ⊕ C5 or C2 ⊕ C6 ⊕ C7 ⊕ C12.
(vii) If the structure is of type C2 ⊕ C4 ⊕ C5 ⊕ C6 ⊕ C8 ⊕ C9 ⊕ C11 with (ξ(4), ξ(6)) 6= (0, 0)
and d(d∗F (ζ)) is proportional to η, then it is of type C2 ⊕ C4 ⊕ C5 ⊕ C8 ⊕ C9 ⊕ C11 or
C2 ⊕ C6 ⊕ C9.
(viii) If the structure is of type C2 ⊕ C5 ⊕ C6 ⊕ C8 ⊕ C9 ⊕ C11 ⊕ C12 with (ξ(6), ξ(12)) 6= (0, 0)
and d(d∗F (ζ)) is proportional to η, then it is of type C2 ⊕ C6 ⊕ C9 or C2 ⊕ C5 ⊕ C8 ⊕
C9 ⊕ C11 ⊕ C12.
Proof. It follows in a similar way as the proof for Theorem 6.1 in the particular case of n = 2.
Note that for n = 2 some cases of such a theorem do not appear or are redundant. 
Remark 6.4. On a connected almost contact metric manifold of dimensión 5 by using The-
orem 6.3, we have:
- By part (i), the non-existence of structures of types C2⊕C5⊕C6⊕C7⊕C9⊕C10⊕C12
with ξ(5) 6= 0 and ξ(6) 6= 0 implies that 2
5 types do not exist. Also, if ξ(5) 6= 0, then
the type is C2 ⊕ C5 ⊕ C9 ⊕ C10 ⊕ C12. This implies that another 2
4 types do no exist.
- By part (ii), the non-existence of structures of types C2⊕C5⊕C6⊕C8⊕C9⊕C10⊕C12
with ξ(5) 6= 0 and ξ(6) 6= 0 implies that another 2
5 − 24 = 24 types do not exist. Also,
because if ξ(6) 6= 0 then the type is C2 ⊕ C6 ⊕ C9 ⊕ C10 ⊕ C12, 2
4 types do not exist.
- Part (iii) implies that another 25 − 24 = 24 types do not exist. Also, in this case, if
ξ(5) 6= 0, then the type is C2⊕C5⊕C9⊕C11⊕C12. This implies that another 2
3 types
do no exist which have not been considered yet.
- Part (iv) implies that another 24 − 23 = 23 types do not exist. If ξ(6) 6= 0, then the
type is C2 ⊕ C6 ⊕ C9 ⊕ C12. This implies that another 3.2
3 = 24 types do not exist.
- Part (v) implies the non-existence of 23 types which have not been considered yet.
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All together implies the non-existence of 144 types of connected almost contact metric mani-
fold of dimensión 5. Therefore, the possible types in dimension 5 are 1024−144 = 880, where
the number 1024 = 28 arises by considering the possible types from algebraic point of view.
Note that there is not any restriction for dimension 3. The possible types in this case are
as it is expected from algebraic point of view, i.e. 24 = 16.
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